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A Chat With Dick -Gregory, Comedian 
(Ed. Note: On the night of Nov. I lth1can: Is there any one moment, j do, but only because he called I Ithacan: Such as? 
10, Dick Gregory, comedl1n, 1u- any one event that stands out in himself non-violent and advocat- Gregory: You've got to be kidding 
1 1 hor, and civil rights leader visit- I your mind as being the first time I cd non-violence. The whites would i me. It's all over the place. Look 
ed the c1mpu1 of lth1ca College., you realized you were different I go .:round yelling whoopee, King in your history books. Look in 
The article that follows is taken or perhaps even inferior to whites.,· ,s non-violent. Here that niggc1, 1 yc,ur stinking white racist his-
from information th1t WIS ob-' Gregory: No, I don't think so. King is non-violent. Listen to tory hooks. They forgot all about 
tained from both an exclusive Like man, I was brought up in what he says now, he knows what the black man. What about John 
11hacan intPrview that Gregory the ghetto -of St. Louis. It was a I he·s talking about. Those whites, Dewey who discovered blood plas- 1 
had with lthac1n reporter Al place where an air of defeat, in- 1 \\'.ere the biggest hypocrites of I ma. Did you hear about him? Do ! Greene, and from his speech that feriority was always hanging over 'I them all. They always wanted 
1 
)'C\U know what happened to him? I 
was given later In the evening.) you. It was tough to ignore it. nan-violence, they said that was He was in an auto accident and I 
1thac1n: Mr. Gregory, let me be- Ithacan: Mr. Gregory, it has been l11P. American way. This country was put in the emergency room 
gm this interview by putting the said that ever since the death of was and is anything but non-vio- of :i hospital in Atlanta. They re-
1 
shoe on the other foot. If you Martin Luther King, the blacks lent. The United States is the fusecf to treat him because he i 
were white, how do you think you have not had a leader. Do you only country to drop an atomic was black. He bled to death. He 
would respond to today's black think that's true; and if not, who I bomb on another country; and die,J because they refused to give 
movement? are the leaders of the movement they call themselves non-violent. him the blood plasma that he dis-
Gregory: I don't think I could today. ' Ha. covered. History books not only 
even begin to answer that. I have Gregory: Let's get one thing Ithacan: We might as well get discriminate against blacks, but 
no conception at all concerning straight. Martin Luther King was this out in the open now. Do you against Indians too. Just try to I 
how it is to be white, just as I'm a white leader. hate me? Do you hate all whites? tell an Indian that America was ' 
,ure you have no idea on how it Ithacan: Ate you calling him an Gregory: No, I don't hate whites. disco\'ered by Columbus. : 
1s to be black. You and I are !iv- Uncle Tom? I hate your stinking American Ithacan: Mr. Gregory. what do ! •• 
l,holu 1,y J>11u:.:- l'mck 
,ng in two separate worlds; world§ Gregory: Don't put words into white racist society with its stirtk- you think of the job that Nixon 
that are completely different my mouth. The whites supported ing American white racist insti- has done so far? Gregory tells Ithaca audience: "Agnew is so dumb 
he would try to hijack a train to Cuba." from each other. I King not for what he wanted to tutions. Continued on page 11 
Afro-Latin Society 
Presents Its Case 
tions and comments. Walter Ben-
nett, an IC graduate. inquired 
why Dillingham was not present 
at the meeting. "lie should be 
here," Bennett remarked. "You 
An overflow crowd filled the society according to Bob Dowell, never sec him unless it's a party 
Campus Life Starts Board 
After Weekend Incident 
Union recreation room Wcdnes- the second Afro-Latin speaker. or somcthing like that." His com- The Campus Life Committee and to recommend "lo various I freshman physical education ma-
day night as the Afro-Latin So- Dowell said that such a quick dis- mcmt was greeted with applause, Tuesday night set up a special campus organizations construe- 1 jor, joined thC' discu~sfon. In the 
:ind Bennett went on: "President board on racial matters after tivc action to alleviate racial ten- course of the argument Easter 
Dillingham docs what he wants weekend incidents involving orie sions and to further racial under- invited Ferguson to sclllc it out-cicty met with the college com- missal "proved that we cannot 
munity to discuss the Easter- depend on this administration for 
Ferguson incident of last week- equal justice." He added, "We are to for one reason - he thinks the 
appealing to you for some action." students here arc saps." 
Mike Krongel, CO·Chairman of 
end (sec article at right). 
Three major demands were 
the Campus Life C&mmittee, an-
er for the society, said the open formally presented by the Afro-
nounccd to the assembly that the 
CLC had held a second meeting 
Brenda Verner, principal speak-
meeting was called "to inform Latin Society. They called for the 
white student, one black student, standing." side. Ferguson allegedly tackled 
and the Afro-Latin Society. The incident that ;prompted Easter and began to beat him 
The Board _on. Racism, whjc~ is·. the .. ,actio_n, of the CLC was ex- around the head. Before friends 
expected to be elected· within· the plained to a~ gathering of the could break up the fracas, Brod-
next two weeks, will include campus news media Tuesday af- head said, Ferguson had muttered 
three students elected by the ternoon by Charles Brodhead, ex- some racial epithets al Easter, in-
black and Latin students, three ecutivc assistant to President eluding '"nigger." 
you of our position . . . Wayne immediate expulsion of Ferguson, 
Ferguson is not what we're after a public apology from President 
students elected by the student Dillingham. At a party Saturday The following afternoon, six 
Wednesday afternoon and had body, one faculty member and night celcbratmg the end of the black students visited Ferguson 
--he just represents what we're Howard Dillingham for his "sub- engaged an outside arbitrator to 
after. We are directing our fight vcrsive and insulting handling of fly into Ithaca Friday from 
one member of the administra- football season, a member of the in his dormitory room. Brodhead 
lion. A statement issued by the freshman football team who has l'mphasiz(•d that what actually oc-
CLC Wednesday morning stipu· been in a leg cast for the sea- currl'd in thC' eotll'~e of that visit 
al racism and not at Wayne Fer- the case," ancf the immediate Washington. The arbitrator, a !ates that of the faculty and ad-I son, Greg Easter, a black fresh- 1~ unclear. Aec:ording to one ac-
~uson. Unfortunately, he just put establishment of stringent rules rC'prc~C'ntali\'c of th<' Nation;,! ministration representali\'es. on<". man arts and sciences major. was count. the stuclenb l'ame only to 
himself in the position of an upheld on the campus [or any , must be black and onl' white. : talking to a frll'ncl when what, talk. Ac:c:onlrng to another ac· 
example." verbal or physical insults admin- Center of Dispute Settlement, an' The function of the board, the ·1 Brodhead ll'rmed a "contest of,· count. Ferguson wa!> punched in 
organization specializing in racial statement said, will be to adjudi- manhood·· ensued. the mouth and one black student The . supposed culmination of istered against an individual or · · 
cate all cases in\'ol\'ing racism Wayne Ferguson, a white I passed a razor to Easter, advising 
the incident, a hand-shake be- group on campus cases, will Q.O groundwork on the 
· -----·- ·---------'\him to ''get even." The razor was 
tween Ferguson and Easter, was The floor ~as then thrown case and then discuss it. C T k A • not used 
an insult to the Afro-Latin open to the audience for qucs- Continued on page 11 onoress a es ct1on ! Th~ ?iacks th_en_asscmblc_d in E, thl' Umon and 111v1lcd President 
l'holo I"· lion H:irr 
This will be the scene in the Arena theatre of the Performing Arts Building tonight and Saturday 
at 8:15 p.m. at the final performances of "The Roar of the Greasepaint, The Smell of the 
Crowd." See page 3 for a review of the play by Ithacan drama cdtic Estelle Fraenkel. 
On Undeclared Majors 
by Marnie Holober 
Student Congress passed a pro- balance in thl' way in which he 
posal Monday for a new Arts take5 acl\'antagc of the opportuni-
and Science cw-riculum enabling tiP~ a\'ailablc to him." 
Dillingham to come up to cam-
pus to talk over the matter. Dil-
lingham at that tinlC' spoke with 
Benne S. Herbert, l'o-ordinator 
of black sludl'nl ac:t1\·itics. 
:\londay nrnrnm~ at 9 :i.m. 
President Dillingham mrt with 
FPrguson. Easter. Dean of Stu-
dents John Brown, Provost Robert 
Da\'ies, Herbert. and llrodhcad. 
Brodhead said that the two stu-
a !>tudent lo graduate with a BS Lately, in Stucll'nt Cnngress, 
or a BA on the completion of 31 thl're has been mul'h discussion 
courses. A major area of study l'Onccrning the abolishing of class 
will not be required. officers. The discussion was 
If a major area of study is brought to an l'nd al Monday's dl·nts left the offln· and t hPn rl' 
d I · · turned. ha\'ing rl'~ol\'1·d the Ill· desire , t 1c inchv~dual depart,. meeting as Congress voted to 
ment may require a maximum of abolish all class officl'rs. cidenl between themsl'lves. 
12 courses. Only nine of these An elected l'xcc:ulive commit-. llrodhcad noted that Dilling-
courses may be within the de- tc:e on the scnrnr level of four ham did not 11 ant to take any 
partmcnt. A student faculty com-, members and a chairman. and a ··unilateral d1sl'1pllnar, action" 
mittec of each department will Spring Committee with an wi th0 ~1t ~l~ll' prol'l's~ of liil' ,tu. 
determine what 12 courses will I elected chairman and business dent Judic1ary sys~em. 
be required. : chairman will replace class of. Later that morning at the week-
According to the proposal, "a ficcrs. : ly Prcsident"s Cabinet meeting, 
~trong program of academic ad- The lov.·er classes will also be Continued on page 11 
visors" is vital to the new, pro- represented by chairmen. 
posed curriculum. Students will The present class officers will 
seek the ·advice and approval continue in their offices for the 
of their faculty advisors in de- remainder of the ,·car. and 
tcrmining their course of study. the abolishment will go into cf-
The proposal, however, warns feet in May, 1970. 
that "it is the student who, in An entire freshman dormitory 
the final analysis, must assume system will be suggested to the 
the responsibility for maintain- housing department by Student 
ing a sense of proportion and Congress. 
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The, Nose: ''Petite Prince'' Set 
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS 
"BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR" 
_ _,_ 6 ACADEMY AWARDS 
·social Maturity As Multi-Media Shqw 
by Allan Noseworthy Ill A multi-media production of will be invited to seek his own 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery's "The level of interpretation. 
EUB FILM SERIES 
Sun., Nov. 16 7 & 9:30 
"HAPPY'S HOUR 
FRIDAY 3:00 to 6:00 
PITCHER OF "THE KING OF BEERS" 
BUDWEISER - ONE BUCK 
At This Price - Bring a Date I 
.. ,JPt,. 
S0l'~ELSE.t'I.CE 
P.A. Bldg. 
Question: "The Admissions Of-
fice at Ithaca College has two ob-
jectives." One being to choose 
students who will achieve "intel-
lectual, social and professional 
maturity. The second is to select 
a student body which in charac-
ter, academic potential, extra-
curricular interest and social mo· 
tlvation reflects the high stand-
ards set by the college." The 
above statement appears in this 
year's Ithaca College Bulletin. 
How do they (they being the peo-
ple who administer Ithaca Col-
lege} expect IC students to 
achieve social maturity and to 
have social motivation if most of 
the rules (or maximums as in the 
case of inter-visitation) are set 
by the college. Shouldn't IC stu-
dents have the right for self-
determination of social regula-
tions without having restrictions 
or maximums set by the college? 
How does Ithaca College expect 
it's students to achieve social 
maturity and to have social mo-
ti\'ation if it doesn't allow the 
student's any power to make 
their own rules and regulations? 
Answers: Francine Strauss, 
tern. The students are paying for 
all this, .so they should have the 
right to decide social issues. The 
school is more repressive than 
the parents. 
Ralph Cinnamon, junior, acc't; 
Bergenfield, NJ: The Admissions 
Office does have the right to 
select students based on thier 
academic accomplishments and 
should also put some emphasis in 
their selection of students on the 
ability of the students to adjust 
socially. However, once here, the 
students should have the right to 
amend or totally determine their 
own policies concerning campus 
life. 
Sue Ratner, freshman, psych, 
New Hyde Park, LI, NY: We (the 
students) should have the power 
of self-determination of social 
regulations, but I don't think that 
we'll ever have this power, be-
cause the Admissions Office is 
selecting people who are either 
going lo lake advantage of this 
power or be afraid to use il. This 
school is basically made up of 
people who wouldn't know how to 
handle this power if it were given 
to us. 
(name withheld by request), 
junior, undecided, Darien, Conn: 
I don't think that a person should 
have to ask the college to give 
them these rights. It's within the 
person himself to choose. By ask-
ing the college to give you these 
Little Prince" will be presented The readers will be Jon 
by the drama-speech department Adams as the Prince, narrator 
next Friday and Saturday, Novem- Geoffrey Smith, Jan Stenzel, 
her 21 and 22, in the Arena Thea- Joseph Karpie, Richard Asam, 
tre of the Performing Arts Douglas Jacoby, Stephen Brown, 
Building. There will be two shows Ken Hoffman, Arthur Bicknell, 
nightly, at 7:15 and 9:00 p.m. Alyce Conrad, James Osburn, and 
Television, movies, readers, and Sally Mercer. 
da?~eFS, will all be used in a Vergiu cornea and Jon Adams 
unified approach to the novel. will be the principal dancers. 
Saint-Exupery's story can be The production staff includes: 
read on many levels. It may be student director Joseph Moriello 
pr~sented as a' puppet show for choreographer-costume design~ 
children, as a love story, or as V . C r l'ght' g d' ecto 
h d. t b' t 1 f 1. t d ergiu o nea, 1 m rr r t e 1s ur mg a e o an a 1ena e St h Sh · 0 nd t le ·s1·0 · t· · Id 1 . ep en apJ.r , a e v1 n man ex1s mg m a wor c osmg d' t w·m H g on in about him. 1rec or 1 am er ons . 
According to director Constan- Seating capacity is limited. 
tine A. Perialas, in this produc- Patrons will be seated on the 
tion each member of the audience basis of first come - first served. 
Ripka Script Apollo To Be 
Wins Scampers Talk Topic 
Wednesday A musical on life in the ghetto will be the theme- of this year's 
Scampers production. 
The Oracle selection committee, Professor - ~eorge Morrisou 
hich sponsors the production from the chemistry department at 
wnnounced this week that th~ Cornell Upiversity will deliver a 
~inning script was written by talk titled, "Apollo 11 - Chem-
Keith Ripka. istry and Cornell" on Wedn~-
The script, which will be pro- day, November 19, at 8:15 p.m. m 
duced the first we~k in Febru- BI02, 
ary, is still untitled. Auditions The lecture, sponsored by the 
for the play, which are open to Student Affiliates of the Ameri-
students of all schools in the can Chemical Society, will fea-
college, will be announced in ture official slides of the flight of 
several weeks. Apollo 11 and a display of some 
TAVERN 
freshman, Speech Path, East 
Orange, NJ: Does the college 
choose it's students for the above 
reason, or does it choose them 
because they can pay the bill? No 
one is going to regulate the stu-
dent in later life, so why should 
the college do it now? To become 
self-reliant, to make your own 
rules, is an integral part of ad-
justing to college. 
rights you're recognizing their 
Corrine Franklin, freshman, power over you. That's ridiculous. drama, Great Neck, LI, NY: 
Other scripts submitted for of the rock samples brought back 
consideration by the committee to earth. 
were written by James Piekart, Morrison received his BA from 
Bob Kromer, Joseph Bouchard, Brooklyn College and his MA and 
Harris Goldman:, and Karen PhD degrees from Princeton Uni-
Guidi and Lauren Weingart. versity. His interests are in 
They're a bunch of hypocrites It's up to each individual to de-
108 N. Aurora St. 
SATURDAYS NOON 'TIL 7 
BLOODY MARY'S 1 /2 BUCK 
The SAVOY ARDS 
(the administration). They just 
go ahead and do what ever they 
want, regardless of what they say 
they're letting us (students) do. 
Alan Ross, freshman, drama, 
New York City: The school's full 
of shit. They bring you into 
school to further your education 
but all it is is a repressive sys-
*announce 
OPEN TRYOUTS 
for chorus1 leads and orchestra 
for their forthcoming production of 
11 RUDDIGORE 11 
by Sir Arthur Sullivan 
and 
W. S. Gilbert 
to be performed March 12-14 
Nov. 17, 2:30 - 5:00 & 7 -10 p.m. 
for further info call Mathew Lazar 272-2922 or Wendy Zomparelli 272-6131 
Orchestra auditions by appointment. Call 272-2922 
*The Savoyards is an organization based at Cornell U., dedicated to the produc-
tion of Gilbert and Sullivan Operettas. Open to all interested members of the 
Cornell and Ithaca College communities and all surrounding areas, 
cide. However, if you see your 
existance as being imposed upon 
by men's ideas, then your con-
cern is for Man, so then you 
would attach a value to the struc-
lure. If you disagree with this 
structure, then you can attempt 
Continued on page 12 
A brief informal, fir:e-side 
Thanksgiving worship will be 
held in room U-5 of Egbert Union 
next Thursday, November 20, at 
7:30 p.m. The service is spon-
!ored by the Newman Club, 
United Christian Fellowship, and 
Hillel. Everyone is welcome. 
University of San Diego 
Law School 
PROF. HERBERT LAZEROW 
will discuss 
CALIFORNIA LAW SCHOOLS 
pre-law programs, and legal opportunities 
Career Center, Cornell University 
14 East Avenue, Ithaca 
Wednesday, November 19th, at 9:30 a.m. 
Analytical Chemistry and Cosmo-
chemistry; specifically in trace 
analysis, activation analysis, 
mass spectroscopy, emission spec-
troscopy and analytical separa-
tions. His curiosity about things 
estraterrestrial, even before the 
Apollo 11 venture, is indicated 
by a paper he co-authored con-
cerning the trace elemental 
analysis of a meteorite. He is 
especially qualified to investigate 
very small (trace) amounts of 
material in small samples. 
The lecture is open to th~ 
public. 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
272 • 7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
The Wearhouse is open. 
Come fill your closet. 
We slashed the Inbels oµt of perfectly good sportswem:. 
That way: we can sell these lnbel-less lovelies for 50% oft' or better. 
' Skirts, $4.95 and up (values as high as $14.95}. 
Dresses, $10.95 and up (values originally as high as $21.95}. 
Blazers, $10.00 instead of $27.95. Blouses, from $2.95. 
Sweaters, from $4.95. Pants, from $5.95. 
~ning Special: $7.95 long-sleev 
knit tops for $1.00 ! In all kinds of great 
pattern& and colors. 
Bring a friend. She can help you find 
the place. It's at 625 Main Street in Johnson City. 
Right across from GE in the Westover P~. 
Hours: 9:30-9:30, Thurs. and Fri. 
9:30-5:30, Mon., Tues., 
Wed., and Sat. 
TheWearhouse 
1 
J 
DRAMA REVIEW 
by Estelle FrHnkel 
WOWIII This may not seem very eloquent but it comes 
from the heart. The Ithaca College Drama Department ii; alive 
and doing very, very well, as evidenced by their present offer-
ing "The Roar of the Greasepaint...::_Th~ Smell of the Crowd." 
The Arena Theatre has never been so alive and so exhilerated 
as it was Wednesday evening. There is a song s~ng in the show's 
second act called "Nothing Can Stop Me Now" and it certainly 
holds true for the drama department this year. 
The show, written by Leslie Bricusse and Anthony Newley, 
was ably directed by Profess(?r Robert Bardwell. Miss Judith 
Rondinelli choreographed the production and Mr. Bud Forrest 
served as the musical director. They desirve to be congratulated 
for a fine job. 
The cast is large and it is not possible to name each member 
but we hope they realize that it isn't because they do not de-
serve to be mentioned. However, there are some people that 
made certain roles and it .seems that this holds true for Larry 
Grey. He seems destined to play the role of Sir. From his first 
entrance until the final tumultuous curtain call, Mr. Grey com-
mands the stage. He represents the Establishment, the guy 
that makes up all the rules and never loses "the Game"-that 
1s, until Cocky learns that two can play and _decides that it is 
time for a change. David Russell is excellent as Cocky, the 
young companion of Sir, the little fellow that Sir tells will al-
ways be a nothing. Cocky is certainly not a nothing and neither 
is Mr. Russell. Together these two able performers proceed to 
make beautiful music and say some very profound things. They 
literally stop the show when they sing "Where Would You Be 
Without Me?"-bumps and grinds never looked so good! 
. The songs in the show are well known for the most part 
and Newley has managed to say a great deal through them. He 
touches on most of the elements that trouble today's society 
and racial prejudice is given its come-uppance in Mr. Eugene 
Givens' performance of the Negro. His re.ndition of "Feeling 
Good" was extremely effective and. quite moving. There is 
much to be said for looking at life as a series of games and 
I for one found comfort in the coalition of the very forces 
that are usually the antithesis of each other. Newley has not 
mincei:l any words or ideas for the sake of protecting the vir-
gin cars of ones' maiden aunt and it is a relief to hear it told 
like it really is for a -change. There is a great deal of humor 
available on all levels and all of it is enjoyable. . 
The performance of t_he tweve urchins helps to keep the 
pace as lively as it is and each of them is unique and delightful 
to watch. Together they are especially good in "It Isn't Enough" 
and "A Funny Funeral." 
This is a show in which each individual performance is well 
executed, and when the pieces arc put together, all the audience 
can do is to stand up and yell "Bravo!" 
CHARJAN'S 
Donohue - Halverson I 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
BEADS • 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
• 
Comer State & Tioga 
Ithaca, New York 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 • 3393 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specializing in 
All Smokers' Supplies 
Paper Bound Books 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
Magazine Subscriptions 
. 
--·· 
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Goldman Prague Orchestra To Appear; . 
Add Concert Slated November 21 to ress The .Prague Chamber Orches- Czech culture abroad, where they 
I •t • t • tra will appear at Walter Ford were little known at the time. ni ,a ton Hall at 8:15 p.m. Friday, Novem- A more contemporary composi-
Beatrice Goldman will deliver 
the keynote address at the initi-
ation of 22 seniors into the Oracle 
honor society on Monday at 7:30 
p.m. in the Union recreation 
room. 
Mrs. Goldman, an instructor of 
English, will speak on "The Role 
of the Student in the University." 
IC President Howard Dillingham 
will also speak. 
Eight faculty members will be 
inducted into Oracle on an honor-
ary basis. They are Mrs. Goldman, 
Dean of Students John Brown, 
Dr. Jules Burge:vin, Dr. Walter 
Carlin, Charles Grace, Edward 
DeAguero, David McKeith and 
Dr. Jack Weber. 
The senior initiates arc: Bur-
ton Altman, Timothy Baffaro, 
Janice Berenson, Wendy Berman, 
Estelle Fraenkel, Cynthia Judd. 
Sally Ketcham, Cheryl Kraft, 
Marsha LeClair, Pamela McDon-
nell. 
Also, Karen Malsnee, Carol 
Miller, Sue Miller, Susan Mirola, 
Kathleen Morris, Anne Murr~y. 
Leslie Parker, Frank Salamone, 
Steven Schwartzreich, Alexander 
Taylor, Harry Warlzman, and 
Susan Paragone Allen. 
Selected members of the junior 
rlass will also be inducted on a 
conditional basis. All members of 
the college community are in-
vited to the meeting. 
Book Sale 
The Ithaca Neighborhood-Free 
University will hold a booksalc 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
from 2:30 to 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 
to 9:00 p.m. at St. John's Episco-
pal Church, 210 North Cayuga St. 
All books will be priced under 
$2 and will cost less as the sale 
continues. 
A wide selection of books will 
be offered, ranging from history 
to cooking, calculus to fairy 
tales. Also available will be 
philosophy, language, science, 
economics, anthropology, socio-
logy and many literature books. 
ber 21. Tickets for the concert, an tion, "Pastorale d'Ete," (Summer 
event_in Ithaca College's 1969-'70 Pastorale) by Arthur Honegger 
concert series, are available at completes the program. 
the Egbert Union desk. The 36 virtuoso instrumental-
Three works on their program ists who comprise the Prague 
are especially significant for the Chamber Orchestra perform with-
Czech ensemble. Mozart's Over- out a conductor. To accomplish 
ture to "La Clemenza di Tito" this, each must be familiar not 
(The Clemency of Titus") and his on_ly with his own part but with 
Symphony No. 38 in D Major, the entire score. 
K. 504, subtitled° the "Prague Founded in 1951, the orchestra 
Symphony. both had their firSt has traveled far literally and ar-
performance in that city. The tistically. Annually, the group 
symphony was composed in trib- plays a full schedule in Prague 
ule to its people. The Suite in D and on tour. Last year they per-
Major, Opus 39, the "Czech Suite," formed extensively in Germany, 
was written by one of the coun- Holland, Portugal, Spain, Hungary, 
try's leading composers, Antonin Russia and Sweden. in addition to 
Dvorak. It was first heard in making a Fall tour of South 
Ame'rica. Prague in 1879 and soon after in 
other capitals of Europe. Incor-
porating Czech folk melodies, the 
suite aided in establishing 
Dvorak's success and that of 
This year's visit is the Prague 
orchestra's second tour of the 
United States, the first occurring 
in the 1964-'65 season. 
TWEITMANN'S 
HALFWAY HOUSE 
Present 
MUSIC COUNTRY STYLE 
with 
BOB CRANDALL 
and 
THE 4C's 
Every Friday Nite 
No Cover Charge 
9 - 1 - On Rte. 13 
347-4872 
EXHIBIT and SALE 
- ORIGINAL GRAPHICS-
- POTTERY AND JEWELRY -
from the Muggleton Gallery Collection 
EGBERT UNION LOUNGE 
Tues. thru Thurs. (Nov. 18, 19, 20) 
from Noon to 6:00 P.M. 
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Mon· Fri. 1 · 6 :P.M. 
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SLAMS 5 BIG ONES 
• COLUMBIA SALE CONTINUED FOR UNPRECEDENTED 
3RD WEEK 
RESTOCKED 
OVER 3200 LP'? 
4.98297 
List 
5.98347 
List 
• OVER 1100 JAZZ, CLASSICAL 
MONOS: Impulse, Bl"uenote, Prestige, DGG 
197 
• FREE $1 VALUE LP CLEANING CLOTH 
With purchase 2 LP's 
•· LP CLUB: BEATLES $3.97 COCKER $2.67 
NEW ZEPPELIN $2 47 MEMBERS ONLY 
• 200 REEL-REEL; CASSETTE SELECTION DOUBLES 
Dozens new NYC Releases: Steppenwolf; 3 DOG Night 
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Editorials - -
Patriotism 
A conflict has been quietly raging in our 
"Letters to the Editor" column-· for the past 
several weeks and has been extended to the 
"Guest Editorial" this week. The issue at stake 
is a pamphlet written by Anthony Bouscaren 
of Lel\foyne College denouncing the October 
15 :Vloratorium. The tract, distributed on cam-
pus by a group calling ic~clf Students for 
America, labels the participants of the Mora-
torium "leftist barbarians" interested in "bul-
lets, not ballots, violence, not reason." 
Tonight many of those "leftist bar~~rians" 
will be leaving Ithaca College to JOm the 
March on Washington. They will be going on 
a quest for peace. Cessation of needless death 
will be uppermost in their minds - not trea-
son, nor anarchy, not Communism. 
It is indeed unfortunate that calls like "Love 
it or leave it" will be the retort to the march-
ers from the millions of Mr. Nixon's "silent 
majority." Loving one's country does not 
mean silently accepting for better or worse 
the' dictates of the virtual oligarchy that is 
in power at the time. Loving one's country 
does mean being concerned. In other words, 
democracy is participation. Men like Bous-
caren deny that democracy when they equate 
treason with dissent. 
Our thoughts tomorrow will be with our 
fel'i~w students. We wish them the strength 
to exercise their convictions, the courage to 
stand for their beliefs in the face of denigrators, 
and the intelligence to do both wisely. 
An Ounce of Prevention 
By the time this issue of Tlie Ithacan 
reaches vou todav the campus will have been 
swamped with n;any versions of "what really 
happened'' 111 the Easter-Ferguson cai-:e. An 
impartial arbitrator from Washington, D.C. is 
somewhere on campus doing his groundwork 
on "what reallv happened." Decisions will have 
been made an-cl the Afro-Latin Society, hope-
(ull,· in conjunetion with the C:impus Life 
Cur11mittce ancl \!GB, will havr met several 
times to decide their next steps, if any have 
to he taken. 
\\"hat is most important at this time is n?t 
onh· the issue which has shaken our placid 
ca,;1 pus to the point of a rather tense .confr~n-
tacion \\"cdnesdav night, but also the ma1or 
and almost cl\·erl;oked· proposal of the Campus 
"Life Committee. The proposed branch of the 
CLC, \\ hich would be clubbed a Board on 
Racism. should nc,t be taken as just another 
proposal to be _slipped in!o a_ long range plan-
ning stage. Ir 1s a consc1cnt1ous and too long 
delayed effort that should be established im-
mediately if for no other reason than to avoid 
the tension line and the need for martyrs to 
sec examples. The proposal included the elec-
tion of a six-membered board consistin~ of 
three Afro-Latin and three White members 
with one Black and one White administrator. 
Such a board could hopefully alleviate fur-
ther racism on campus and could probably be 
the most effective and most just method of 
dealing with further incidents that may just 
become as out of hand as the Easter-Ferguson 
rssue. 
I actively endorse the efforts of the Campus 
Life Committee and support all its endeavors 
to establish such a board in the immediate 
future. I urge the members of this entire 
Ithaca community, too long isolated, to push 
for the establishment of such a board and in 
this way, to make their ·own contrib~tion 
against the reoccurrence of Saturday night. 
Jean Stillitano 
Managing Editor 
. ---
Guest Editorial 
1
'The Devious Mr. Bouscaren.1' 
by Professor A. Dale Tussing, 
-Syracuse University 
Our "letters To The Editor" column, in the 
past .several weeks has served as an arena for 
a game of political football between. the .sup-
porters and opponents of Antkony T. Bou.s-
caren, a prof e.s.sor of political .science at Le-
M oyne College. Bou.riaren i.s the author of an 
article entitled "Tomorrow's Moratorium" 
which wa.s distributed on campus October 15 
by a group calling them.selves Students for 
America. The following article, a response to 
Bou.scaren, was written. by Professor A. Dale 
Tussing of Syracuse University. . 
I have just read the article, written by 
Anthony T. Bouscaren, professor of Political, 
Science at LeMoyne College, headed "To-
morrow's Moratorium - Protestors Prolong 
the War." I found it thoroughly shocking. 
I found it shocking that in 1969, there 
should survive such a "blatant example of 
McCarthyism, complete with guilt by associ-
ation, argument by innuendo and half-truth, 
and implication of communise inspiration." 
And I found it personally shocking that 
the author of this injudicious and misleading 
polemic should call himself a "professor." I 
have no quarrel with professors speaking out 
on their views, what ever they may be; but 
when someone whose sole apparent purpose is 
to deceive and mislead calls himself "profess-
or," I must protest. · 
Mr. Bouscaren attempts to leave the impli-
cation that the moratorium was called by 
Communist elements. In his very first srn-
tence, he states the the Communist delegation 
in Paris called, on Oct. 9, on American peace 
groups to quote Mr. Bouscaren, "to force the 
United States and South Vietnam to capitu-
late." The rest of the paragraph concerns the 
Vietnam Moratorium Committee, leaving the 
implication that the Oct. 15 moratorium was 
prompted by an Oct. 9 declaration from Paris. 
Several paragraphs later, the implication be-
comes stronger as Mr. Bouscaren writes, 
"Those who plan to suport the Moratorium 
Committee should think twice about whom 
they are working for and whom they are work-
ing against. It is a matter of heeding the Oct. 
' State coordinat.or, worked for the late Sen. 
Robert Kennedy. As a matter of fact, the 
Moratorium Committee is non-partisan, and 
its members and supporters worked for every-
one from Dick Gregory to Richard Nixon. 
The peace groups Mr. Bouscaren disdains 
were as out-spoken as any, or perhaps more 
than most groups, in condemning the Soviet 
invasion of Czechoslavakia, for the same rea-
sons they oppose American intervention in 
Southeast Asia. Finally, Senator McCarthy's 
comments on the Soviet invasion of Czecho-
slavakia. 
Similarly misleading statements abound. The 
New Mobilization Committee is described as 
"the successor organization to that created by 
Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, Dave Dellinger 
and Tom Hayden ( now on trial in Chicago). 
The four are not described as having been con-
victed ( nor, in my estimation, will they ulti-
mately be convicted in this political trial, any 
more than Dr. Spock was), but only as on 
trial; they are not described as having any 
role in the New Mobilization Committee, but 
only as having created a predecessor, and 
finally, they are said to have created the pre-
decessor, not to the Moratorium Committee, 
but to the New Mobilization Committee. We 
learn from Mr. Bouscaren that all of this i~ 
relevant to the Moratorium because the Mora-
torium Committee and the New Mobilization 
Committee ( that "successor" ooganization) 
share offices and have joined forces. 
Elsewhere, Mr. Bouscaren predicts ( wish-
fully thinking, perhaps) that "many campuses 
will have counter demonstrations on Oct. 15, 
to show the American people that they support 
the efforts of Democratic and Republican 
Presidents to stop the wars started by Com-
munists in Greece, the Middle East, Korea, 
Vietnam and Laos, that they condemn Soviet 
actions against Berlin, Hungary and Czecho-
slavakia." · 
9 plea of the Communist delegation in Paris, 
or the pleas of President Nixon, George 
,----------------------------------------1 Meany, Congressman Stratton and ochers ... " 
l This is an obvious attempt not only to de-ceive the reader but to revive that old tech-nique of the 1950's: if you can't answer some-one's arguments, call him a communist or a.· 
The implication, once aga·in unstated by 
the devious Mr. Bouscaren, is that these are 
all parts of a single struggle, that in fighting 
for their independence against the Americans 
the Vietnamese are somehow linked to the 
Soviet Union's subjugation of smaller nations, 
that there is indeed a monolithic "international 
Communist conspiracy" ( to use the termi 
nology of the McCarthy era), and that oppon 
ents of American intervention in Vietnam 
side with this conspiracy in all these struggles. 
Letters To The Editor 
Warm Thanks 
Editor: 
Bouscaren 
Editor: 
On behalf of Pi Theta Phi, I 
would sincerely like to thank the 
IC campus for contributing to the 
overwhelming success of the 
UNICEF drive. Because of every-
one's generosity, we were able 
to add $309.50 to the overall fund, 
bringing the total well over 
$1000. Thank you again, IC -
you're the greatest. 
It is indeed unfortunate that 
the students who distributed the 
Bouscarcn article do not find the 
tactic of guilt by association so 
clearly used in that work to be 
as "nauseating" as they claim 
they found my reminder that 
anti-communist super patriots of 
a previous era had used the same 
technique. 
In my previous letter regarding 
the Bouscaren article, I tried to 
suggest to the students Y?ho dis-
tributed it that they might want Linda Czcrniawski 
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to acquire some knowledge of the 
"expert" prior to relying on his 
e~pertise. Obviously this message 
has not gotten across. We are now 
being asked to rely on the former 
U.S. Ambassador to South Viet 
Nam, Frederick Nolting a"nd 
former Assistant Secretary of 
State for Far Eastern Affairs, 
John Allison, for an evaluation of 
the scholarship of Professor Bous-
carcn 's major work rather than 
the review appearing in the 
American Political Science Re-
view. (If Professor Cahill's re-
view provided the students who 
distributed the Bouscaren article 
with "comic relief" then I would 
caution them not to turn in 
papers which include some of the 
serious errors of scholarship 
of which Professor Bouscaren is 
accused.) We are expected to be-
lieve that Ambassador Nolting, 
a close friend and admirer of the 
late President Ngo Dinh Diem, is 
capable of a meaningful and 
scholarly evaluation of a work in 
praise of his late friend; a work 
which ignored the corruption, the 
persecution of the Buddhists and 
the other anti-democratic prac-
tices of the Diem regime. Then 
again, Ambassador Nolting him-
self claimed not to be aware of 
any persecution of the Buddhists 
by the Diem regime even though 
such legitimate experts as lhe 
late Bernard Fall and noted the 
existence of such behavior (see 
Fall, VietN•m Witness). I might 
add that Ambassador Nolting pos-
sessed so much expertis~ and was 
so highly qualified that the Ken-
nedy administration, after remov-
ing him from his post in Saigon, 
assigned him to a position of little 
or no responsibility and thereby 
encouraged his early departure 
from the Foreign Service. We 
are also expected to believe that 
Ambassador Allison is capable of 
a critical attitude toward a book 
praising one of the most ardent 
supporters of the American mili-
dupe! Of course the Moratorium was not initi-
ated as late as Oct. 9, nor was it initiated in 
Hanoi, Peking, Moscow, or Paris; the Con-
gressmen, clergymen, businessmen, housewives, 
students and other Americans who have sup-
porte~ it in the millions are not communists 
or communist dupes. 
The plain fact is that those of us who have 
been arguing for years that America's inter-
vention in Vietnam was a moral, political, and 
military mistake have begun to convince a ma-
jority of Americans we are right - not be-
cause we are so skillful in argumentation, but 
because the facts are so obvious. Mr. Bous-
carcn does not deal with these arguments or · 
facts, but must play the old game of calling 
names. 
In the process, he delivers himself of some 
really quite incredible sentences, loaded with 
innuendo, 'and seemingly full of meaning 
though actually totally empty. Consider the 
following: 
"The Moratorium Committee poses as "just 
a bunch of kids' who once worked for Eugene 
McCarthy, the man who shrugged. aside the 
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovaka." It might 
take hours, even days, to unravel all the mean-
in that sentence. Somehow those involved in 
the Moratorium, protestin~ the presence of 
American troops in a foreign country, have 
been associated with appeasing the Soviet 
Union on its- invasion of Czechoslovakia. 
Actuallv, the Moratorium Committee does 
not, to my knowledge ( and I have seen much 
of its material), pose as "just a bunch of kids;" 
Mr. Bouscaren puts those words in quotation 
marks, but docs not identify whom he is quot-
ing. Nor do those in the Moratorium Commit-
tee claim, .as !\fr. Bouscaren ·seems to say, to 
have worked for Senator McCarthy. Adam 
Walinsky for instance, who is the New York 
It's Coming 
Editor: 
To quote the rest of Mr. Bouscaren's para 
graph, "These students and faculty members 
heed the pleas of the victims of aggression, ~or 
the pleas of Hanoi." But surely it is the 
Vietnamese people, North and South, who are 
the victims in this war, of the greatest fire 
power and armed might ever brought to bear 
against a small, backward peasant nation 
Surely the only foreign troops in Vietnam, and 
hence the only aggressors, are those of the ~ 
United States, and her client South Korea, the ;; 
Philippines, Australia and New Zealands. 
And surely Mr. Bouscaren understands that -~ 
those who protest American policy do so not J;J 
to "heed the pleas ... of Hanoi" but because 
that policy is wrong, and by American stand 
ards. 
There are so many examples of the devious 
technique of smear and halftruth that I can 
not hope to cite them all. But I cannot resist 
a comment on the first sentence of Mr. Bous 
caren's final paragraph, where he says, "The, 
leftist barbarians of today believe in bullets 
not ballots, violence, not reason." 
Are we the violent ones, who oppose the 
war, who call for gun controls, who ask for an 
end to capital punishment? Is it rhe opponents 
of the war who substituted bullets for ballots 
in Vietnam in 1956, by refusing to hold 
promised elections, and by instead arresting 
all known opponents, Communist or not, of 
the Ngo Dinh Diem regime? Are we, who 
voted in 1964 for a man who promised not to 
start the Vietnam War, and in 1968 for a man 
who promised to end ir, to be held responsible 
for growing cynicism about the merits of elec 
coral democracy, the efficacy of ballots? And 
are we to be lectured in the use of "reason" 
by a charlatan pseudo-scholar whose own writ 
ings show us he does not know the meaning 
of the word? 
tary presence in Southeast Asia 
for which Allison, at least, was 
partly responsible. 
I suggest that we are being 
asked to rely on something akin 
to a Lyndon Johnson review of 
a book authored by Walt Ros-
tow and Dean Rusk in praise of 
the regime of General Thieu and 
Marshal Ky. 
Robert Kurlander 
Assistant Professor o_r 
Political Science 
This is a letter of explanation, 
not a rationalization, in response 
to the protest of an IC student in 
last week's Ithacan, with respect 
to the whereabouts of the Student 
Directory. My only goal is to en-
lighten all those concerned·, that 
they may understand the nature 
of the situation as it actually is, 
not as an aborted notion might 
suggest. It is not the way for ra-
tional minds to jump to conclu 
sions, lest they confuse fact with 
fiction. 
What is the Directory? My 
answer is that the Directory is a 
compilation of all names, ad 
dresses, and telephone num6ers of 
students, faculty, and staff, as 
well as an excellent reference for 
goods and services offered in this 
college community. It is hardly 
Continued on page 12 
I OneFootln,OneFootOut I Obscenity Comes I . In Loco Apprentice I . 
by c .. ig w.w 
1!! }.!.~,?. !, ~ 1!~~~.~.w ,,.ves ,., 
CONTROL of student behavior by college officials is justi- Roger Staples got fed up with defining of "obscenity" squarely 
fied with the doctrine of in loco parentis, which says that the junk mail cluttering his mailbox. in the hands of the recipient. 
college m_ay act "in the place of the parents." The idea is to so he took it to the post office, Said he: "Under the Jaw, they 
channel the behavior of the young into activities that their labeled it "obscene," and re- (recipients) can declare that an 
ciders who run the society- consider desirable and to prevent be- quested the post office not to ad for a sack of potatoes looks 
havior that they do not desire. In this way, the college is an- deliver any more mail from the sexy to them. And if they do, 
other agency of socialization, which is the process of getting offending advertisers. we're obliged to act." (i.e., refuse 
the young to grow up to be just like Mommy and Daddy. Though the local postmaster to deliver the mail). 
If colleges arc willing to restrict the liberty of young adults found this quite strange and re- The ruling apparently includes 
in the area of private behavior, then they certainly must be fused to do what Staples asked, obscene mail from the Selective 
willing to channel and control much more impor.tant areas of the Post Office Department's as- Service System. (from Great 
one's life--,. such as one's opinio·ns, attitudes, and relations to the sistant general counsel ruled that Speckled Bird, Atlanta.) 
established systems of society. This is just what the alma mater 
does. 
• • • 
Among the functions that the colleges and universities per-
form for society is the training of skilled professionals who keep 
things running and growing. This is good, except that things 
don't always run and grow the way they ought to. So another 
function of colleges is supposed to be the educating of people so 
chat they can be aware both of the status quo and of possible 
alternatives. Both of these functions are necessary. The profes-
sional training is there to teach people how to do things and the 
liberal education is there so that people may discover what 
things ought to be done. 
Each function has its suports. Education is protected by 
the academic and democratic traditions of academic freedom 
and open discussion. There is also pro.tection· in the freedom of 
students to choose among colleges, courses, and prof es ors; how-
ever the freedom is relatively piddling, considering the general 
lack of choice. 
The apprenticeship or training function is protected and 
supported by much more powerf u) forces. First, colleges are in-
tegral parts of the larger society and are controlled by it more 
or less. Our society has no intention of making an;r major 
changes. Therefore, it is not much interested in discovering what 
co do, because it already knows what it wants to do. It is, how-
ever much interested in discovering better ways to do it and 
in discovering people who are trained to do it . 
Second, the trained-students are rewarded for their training 
and participation with jobs, money, and status. There are no 
such great rewards for a liberal education. 
Third, college faculties are filled with specialists intent upon 
teaching their own disciplines as professional, i.e., training, 
studies. They tend to let down on liberal education. Even the 
teachers in such areas as English, psychology, and music usu-
Continued on page 11 
afro,,. 
HAIR 
''Hair'' Cast To Stage 
Love-In Novetnber 23 
"Beads, flowers, freedom, hap-! of the songs. There will be a light 
pincss" (From "Where Do I Gu?"') ·1 show in\'olved also. 
are the b!lsic ideas of the peace , l\lack Truck, a seven-piece hard 
parade sponsored by Cornell's I rock group is slated to open the 
IFC on Novmber 23. Members of I ~how. There will be choreography 
the cast of "Hair" cast and west, and there will be staging. The 
past and present, including idea however, is that the cast is 
Heather MacRac, Oatis Stephens. looking for people to be openly 
Erik Robinson, Susan Morse, Paul expressive, to be doers, to do or 
Jabara, and a number of rock say whatever they believe in. 
and roll musicians are on the Love, peace and harmony will be 
concert trail, now called the presented in a different perspcc-
Peace Parade. ti\'c. 
The show at Cornell consiSts of A public release on the show 
twenty-six songs with the follow-
ing from "Hair:" Hair, Flesh states that the cast is "not doing 
Failures, Aquarius, Easy to Be the dialogue of "Hair," but are 
Hard, Where Do I Go?, Three recreating the musical score live, 
Five Zero Zero, Sodomy, Good along with their own interpreta-
Morning Starshinc, What a Piece lion of what peace, Jove and 
of Work is Man, Dead-End, and brotherhood should be." 
I Got Life. In conjunction with The musical is playing eastern 
the show, there will be films, colleges and is approximately 
35mm slides and 16mm projector three hours long. including · a 
films that illustrate the feelings twenty minute intermission. 
-
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SKI LESSON PACKAGE 
7-1 hour lessons 
Expert Instruction 
Beginner - Racing 
31 hours of Night 
Skiin!t 
Registration Dec. 1-5 
Union Lobby 
Lesson starts Jan. 12 
More Information 
274-3202 
<<>ltTLAN I>, NY. 
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Music Review 
by David Bugli 
Two very good concerts were 
given in Ford Hall tw~ we~ks a~o 
which I wish to review m. this 
column. In addition, there were 
some other fine performances 
presented which I wish I. c~uld 
co\"er but time and the hm1ted 
nature of this column prevent me 
from doing so. 
Songs in foreign languages do 
not tend to impress me but on 
November 4, the Ithaca College 
Concert Series brought a per-
former to Ford Hall who was 
certainly impressive (if- I may be 
allowed to use such an under-
statement). She was Irina Arkhi-
po\·a. a Russian mezzo-soprano 
from the Bolshoi Opera. She 
opened her program with three 
selections from two Mussorgsky 
operas - "Khovantchina" and 
"Boris Godunoff." She is a very 
expressive singer and this helped 
me as a listener to understand 
the basic ideas of each song. 
The next section of the pro· 
gram was Mussorgsky's "Four 
Songs and Dances of Death.'' A 
six-page translation or explana-
tion of the words to all the songs 
accompanied the programs given 
the audience. From this one co1,1ld 
see how four texts personifying 
death in different ways were set 
to music. Working closely with 
her expert accompanist, John 
Wustman. Miss Arkhipova was 
able to create nice contrasts. 
After intermission, Miss Arkhi-
po\·a came back to pertorm "Ten 
Romances to Poems by Alexander 
Pushkin." The composers of 
these songs were Rimsky-Korsa-
koff, Dargomijsky, Cui, :\lctner, 
Rachmaninoff. Vlasov, and Sha-
porin. One could sec from these 
songs various Russian styles. 
Ob\'iously Miss Arekhipova must 
have great induranee to sing such 
a long pro~r.1m. She received a 
standing ovation and came back 
to perform two encores - "The 
Night" by A. 11ubinstein and 
"At the Ball" by TchaikO\·sky. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Music Store 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
Another fine program of that 
week was the November '1 con-
cert by the college orchestra con-
ducted by Thomas :Michalak. The 
program opened with Samuel 
Barber's Overature to "The 
School for Scandal'' which Micha-
lak conducted without score. He 
,, as very good at giving cues and 
this kept the orchestra together. 
The winds (and especially the 
strings) are sounding better this 
year than they did last year. 
Long Range Planning . Test~ for Grant~ _Abr~a~ .. 
G · d ·Lh .IC r t Slated ,-for December Closing oncerne WI'", r-u ur~ The Institute of International lowships to Italy or the PhiliP-
by Kathy Banl•r Education announces that the pines. 
The second number performed 
was Saint-Saens' "Cello Concerto 
No. l" with Einar Holm as solo-
ist. Holm, who is on the music 
faculty, played with both alot of 
technique and alot of feeling. 
Hence, one can say that be has 
shown the people of the college 
community what true professional 
playing should sound like. 
The program ended with "Sym-
phony in D minor" by . ~esar 
Franck. This was the second 
number Michalak conducted with-
out score. Though this work tends 
ta be a bit drawn out at times, 
it contains some very· lyrical_pas-
sages worth waiting for. There 
were p•1rts in this piece and in the 
other two pieces in which mis-
takes occurred but my general 
impression was that the whole 
c:011::crt w:is rather maturely per-
formed. 
Student Busted 
Working out organized plans 
for the future of Ithaca College 
is the primary concern of the 
Steering Committee for Long 
Range Planning. 
The organization of this com-
mittee began last spring and 
early this summer, when a sub-
committee system was set up to 
do the actual work of the com-
mittee, according to Mrs. Sylvia 
Epp, secretary for the Long 
Range Planning Committee. At 
that time Robert Davies, Provost 
of IC, was elected Chairman of 
the committee. Voting members 
elected to the committee repre-
sent many areas of the college 
community and include: Walter 
Beeler, Assistant Dean of the 
Music School; Charles Brodhead, 
Ass't to the President; John 
Brown, Dean of Students; Robert 
Caliel, Ass't Prof in Physical 
Education; Walter Carlin, Chair-
man . of the Speech Pathology 
Dept; Frank Darrow, Ass't Prof 
of Chemistry; Dr. Eugene DeLuca, 
Assoc Prof of Phys Ed; Henry 
Enzian, Head of the Administra-
tion Office; Paul Farinella, Vice-
President of Business Finance; 
Mr. Fowler, liaison between the 
Board of Trustees and the com-
mittee; Martin LaForce, Chairman 
William H. Wright, 20, a junior of the Education Dept; Ben 
mathematics major at Ithaca Col- Light, Vice-President of Develop-
lege, w2s arrested Tuesday night ment; Walter Newsom, Director 
by the Broome County Sheriff's of Institutional Research; Kevin 
office on charges of selling dang- O'Brien, President of the Student 
erous drugs. Body; Robert Regala, Registrar; 
At an arraignment _Wednesday and Calvin Weber, Ass't Prof of 
morning, Wright pleaded inno- Music. The other voting members 
cent and was released in custody of the committee will eventually 
of his father on $1,000 bail. include the chairmen of the vari-
The drugs were allegedly sold ous sub-committees. It is also 
sometime between May and No- hoped that more students will be-
vember 11. come members of the committee. 
Eril5:,ewel.1!RS 
RINGS & 
WEDDING BANDS 
Detlgnecf and Macie 
In our own 
Shop 
Tues. thru Sat. 
10-6 
111 S. , .. ,. St. 
273-JMI 
one if 
by 
land, 
two if 
by 
seal 
-, 
•• : .. :::;&:~ .. . 
WICB ... 
19'10. 71 competition for grants for Fulbright-Hays Travel Grants 
The sub-committee system will grad1.1ate study abroad offered by will supplement maintenance 
enable the larger Steering Com- the u. s. Government under the awards to: Denmark, the Federal 
mittee for Long Range Planning Fulbright-Hays Act and for grants Republic of Germany, Israel, Italf_, 
to investigate many diverse areas offered by various foreign gov- Poland, Rumania, Spain, Sweden, 
of the college, such as curricu- ernments, universities, and pri- Turkey, and Yugoslavia. There 
vale donors will close in Decem- will be .no Travel Grants to 
lum, administration and instruc- her. France. 
lion. The sub-committees plan to A total of approximately 500 Foreign grants (offered by for-
coordinate their work and in- grants will be offered for 1970.71, eign ·governments, universities, 
vestigations with other college approximately the same number and private donors) will be avail-
committees, such as the Student offered last year, although well . 
below the total quota of two years able for: A:istria, the Federal Re-
Congress committees. Interested :mblic of Germany, Iceland, Israel, ago. 
students and faculty members 
are welcome to take part in the 
sub-committees. 
Future plans of Long Range 
Planning include meetings open 
to the public with questions and 
suggestions encouraged. The idea 
of having committee members 
visit long-range planning con-
sultants from other colleges has 
been discussed. People from the 
downtown area directly involved 
with the students, such as people 
in housing, will also be invited 
to take part in the meetings of 
the committee, to discuss various 
housing problems. 
Fulbright-Hays Full Grants will 
he available to the following 
countries: Argentina, Australia, 
Austria, Belgium - Luxembourg, 
Brazil, Ceylon, Chtle, Colombia, 
Denmar:-, Ecuador. Finland, Fed-
eral Republic of Germany, India. 
7reland, Italy, Japan, Korea, New 
Zealand, Peru, Portug::l, Sweden. 
Thailand, the United Kingdom. 
and Uruguay. 
Full grants to the following 
countries. although previously 
::mnounred in the 1970-71 bro-
rhure, have been c:meelled: The 
Republic of China, France, Greece. 
Iceland, Iran, Malaysia, the Neth-
erlands, Norway, the Philippines, 
Spain and Turkey. There will be 
no te:iching assistantships or fel-
·1aly, Mexico, Poland, Rumania, 
3p:iin, Sweden, Switzerland, Tu-
'isi 1 a:1d Turl:ey. In France and 
Yugoslavi:1 both study grants and 
:ca hing :issistantships will be 
available. Some of th2se are full 
1w~rds; others cover maintenance 
and tuition only. 
.t\.ddition:il information and ap-
pl:cation forms may be requested 
from th:! campus Fullbright Pro-
gram Advirnr, Alexander Clark, 
207 Muller Faculty Center 
(X3316). The deadline for sub-
mission of completed application 
fcrms to Clark is Novembt'!r 21, 
1969. 
1 WAREHOUSE f 
TONITE 
A & M Records and English Recording Artists 
Spookey Tooth 
"One of England's Best" 
Also 
BERNIE MIL TON'S s·ouL TRAIN 
COME EARLY FOR THIS GREAT SHOW 
AND ENJOY 1 Oc DRAUGHTS 8 • 9 
.. spreads the word WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU SAW 
AM FM TV AN ENGLISH ROCK GROUP LIVE AND IN PERSON? 
600 91.7 2 Doon open early • at 8:00 273-1333 
.. \, ,' ·. ~-. 
I' 
Capraro Challenges: 
"Put Your Money 
With Your Mouth'' 
/ 
Spring Weekend Chairman Tom 
Capraro issues a challenge to the 
Ithaca College community. The 
wheels of Spring Weekend are 
now rolling, that is to say, it is 
now time for those all important 
commitces to form, after the in-
itial work .being d<fne by the core 
weekend committee. Capraro chal-
lenges all those critics Gf past 
weekends to put their work and 
effort where their mouths are. 
"I'd say that at least 98% of the 
students here have not the vag-
uest idea of just how many 
months of work are needed to in-
sure a smooth running and suc-
cessful (financially as well as en-
tertainmcnt-wisc) weekend." The 
challenge goes. to all groups and 
organizations to show just how 
much they care about the upcom-
ing Spring Weekend ... by at-
tending the very first general 
organizational meeting this Wed-
nesday, Novembr 19, at 7:00 
p.m. in B102. 
Capraro cites lack of interest, 
poor CO-Operation from various 
administrators, and other such 
ponsense as the major reasons for 
the failures in past weekend at-
tempts. Says Capraro: "The en-
tire structure of the weekend has 
been changed to provide a new 
approach to an old problem-
()~ 
B 1) 
() 
1) 
k 
I 
N 
s 
providing something interesting 
for the students. I challenge our 
students to back me and the 
committees, to help and be part 
of a well run and organized 
(finally) weekend. If half the stu-
dents who arc constantly criticiz-
ing our attempts show up at this 
meeting and pitch in, I guarantee 
a success this Spring . . . but I 
cannot do it alone, or with ,the 
help of a very small group." 
Once again, the first general 
organizational meeting of the 
Spring Weekend Committee will 
be this Wednesday, November 19, 
at 7:00 p.m. in room Bl02. Do 
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Krongel, CLC Head,-
Plans For Speed 
Ithacans 
Combi11e 
For New 
Sounds 
The newly-elected chairman of meetings where all the members 
the Campus Life Committee, Mike are present. Most of the members 
Krongel, explained his office as a 
co-chairmanship to relieve the 
student body president of some of 
his duties. The Ithacan was inter-
ested in whatever new changes 
the new chairman might initiate. 
Mike described the Campus Life 
Committee as a "now - com-
mittee," trying to keep on lop 
of changing events on campus 
that might rreate problems for 
of other organizations on cam-
pus, and in the past it has been 
difficult to command a full at-
tendance at the Campus Life 
Committee meetings. 
. Four Ithaca Collt•;.:C' musicians, 
contributing indi\'IClual styles 
ranging from hlut·, to motown 
soul, have combined to form the 
distinct sound of their ne\\ band, 
Anacrusis. NARDl'S you really care enough to attend? some groups. 
Another of the new chairman's 
innovations will be an informal 
communication between the dif-
ferent groups on campus. Com-
munication between groups will 
prevent duplication of work ·and 
insure the free flow of ideas. The 
committee is now looking into the 
possibilities of this informal com-
munication. 
The band, which initrally 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
Pitcher of Bud $1 
4 to 6 Mon. - Fri. 
FULL COURSE DINNERS 
-
SPECIALIZING IN STEAKS 
ALSO SERVING SANDWICHES ON HARD ROLLS 
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 
OFFICE PARTIES • BANQUETS 
• 
The Dropout 
111 S. Aurora St. 
• 
Blue Jean Bells $3.95 
All Wool Bells $7.50 
The new chairman's main con-
cern in improving the methods of 
the committee is to accelerate ac-
tion by the committee "in getting 
things done faster." Mike's main 
criticism of past Campus Life 
Committees was a "too easy.going 
attitude of the chairman and a 
lax attitude among members." 
Mike insists that the present 
members of the committee are 
aware of what·s happening and 
know what they want to do about 
it. One of Mike's changes will be 
273-9947 Corduroy Bells $7.50 .:. Cfl.ll.llfl..2: 
308 Elmira Rd. at Meadow St. & Rte. 13, Ithaca, N.Y. ~ ELMIRA ROAD 
~ New Elegants 
The ladies don·t like rt .. but the men are 
sharing the spotlight' They·re gemng 
wrapped up rn fashion and fmd rt 
irresistible! Bold ·patterns rn shrrts and 
surts. Bright colors. Exaggerated details. 
There's no denying ihere·s more fashion 
to the men·s look rn "69 than there has 
been in years - step mto the spotlight 
yourself! 
Open Late Fri. & Sat. 
Nite 
Ice Cream Made Daily 
SUNDAES, SHAKES & CAKES 
Mike discussed some of the 
Campus Life Committee's current 
work. Within the next week, a 
sub-committee will report on bills 
and supervision concerning the 
Safety Division. The committee 
is also working on a policy anaJy. 
sis of liquor and intervisitation 
to be reviewed al the Board of 
Trustees meeting in March. 
started as a jam ~e~sion in 
Friends Hall onl· year ago, is kd 
by Doug Frank. a Hadio-Telc-
\'ision major. Bob I.Pinbaeh. who 
plays the organ. \\'arn•n Kahn, 
guitar, and Da\ e Troup, ba~,. arc 
all music majors. 
Anacrusis has made surprising-
ly large strides SIIICP its birth 
last year. The band played al 
,·arious dances and l'lubs in and 
around the :,.;cw York City area 
all summer, and m:1d!' its appear-
ance at the \\"ard10uw two weeks 
The predominant musical 
for Anacru~b is now hard 
rock. and they cater to a dance 
crowd. Around Ithaca, Anacrusis 
may be seen at ,·ariow, Cornell 
fraternity partic~. and frequently 
at Delta Kappa social get to-
gcthers al tlwir locl~e. 
Plans for the future? Accord-
ing lo Leinbach. the band hopes 
to "make it" specifically in re-
cording, hopefully by this coming 
summer, Although most of their 
music is adapted from famous re-
cording groups, l~inbach and 
\Varrcn have written their first 
original piece. At their present 
rate of mo\'emenl. :\nacrusis may 
justifiably continue to reach for 
the top. 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 • 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
~yluan liills 
1757 Slaterville Road 
DINNER 
5:00 to 9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Steaks, Sea Foods, 
and Roast Prime Ribs 
Specialists in 
PARTIES AND BANQUETS 
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Regala Trying Out 
. New Preregistrati(Jn 
by Seth Morrison 
As e\'eryone knows. pre,regis- 10:00 class or other con-
tration for the Spring semester venient times because their are 
only limited numbers of students 
has started. All students arc being who can be in a course and 
told to fill out forms with courses limited rooms at each time. In 
and numbers for their courses. cases where too many people sign 
This reporter talked to Robert J. up for one section, the registrar 
Regala, IC registrar, to find out will refer the problem to the 
how the pre-registration system deans and department chairmen 
works. who will have to solve the prob-
Reglstration has neveI' been !em. First choice will, be given to 
handled by the registrar's office seniors followed by juniors, 
before; it has formerly been sophomores, and freshman. Hope-
under the academic dean's offices. fully most students will be able 
This semester, IC is trying to to get the schedule they request. 
streamline the registration sys- There are some problems with 
tern and at the same time give this system, which Js entirely 
each student as much freedom in new. It has never been tried be-
choosing his courses as possible. for at IC. Some departments are 
Since the registration program letting students sign up for 
used this summer was not sue- courses that have not been in-
cessful, Regala set up a complete- eluded on the master schedule 
ly new. program for Spring. This because they were not reported to 
program allows each student and the registrar's office. Obviously 
teacher to set up his own sched- the computer cannot process these 
ule, within departmental require- requests, Regular academic regis-
ments. Regala and his staff. with tration will have to be held to 
the help of rented computer time, handle these courses. A new 
will correlate this information master list will be passed out in 
and assign the students to the January for this registration. 
courses they request. This is a Some care on the students' part 
massive job since there arc so will help the program run 
many possible combinations of smoothly and save time for 
courses, and a lot of the sorting everyone. Students should be 
must be done manually to pre- sure to include all necessary in-
pare the information for the com- formation in the correct form on 
puter. I the pre.registration sheets. Care 
This system hopes that not should be taken only to pre.regis. 
every student tries to register for I ter for courses on the master list. 
--
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The Rush: Pianist Set 
At The Dorm By Sorority 
Saturday Haro~d Martina, pianist, will 71.,1,•ght - present a recital sponsored by 
11 Sigma Alpha Iota on Sunday, 
November 16, at 8:15 p.m. in 
It is Saturday night at Ithaca Ford Hall Auditorium. 
College in the women's dorms. 
Nervous frantic girls are scurry-
ing from room to room to find 
black shoes to match their black 
bag, eyeshadow to match their 
dresses, perfume to capture their 
moods and a helping hand to 
dress them. The occasion could 
be none other than a date with 
a Cornell man. 
Every fall semester, Cornell 
hunters can be found scouting 
the pub and inspecting the 
freshmen girls whose rooms they 
buzzed in the Quad dorms. One 
must not forget the miscellaneous 
phone calls inviting all girls to 
a fraternity bash at "the" house 
on Cornell campus. 
IC freshmen have various re-
Currently a teacher at the Con-
servatory of the University of 
Antigua in Medellin, Colombia, 
Martina graduated Summa Cum 
Laude from the Vienna Music 
Academy in 1962. Since then, he 
has performed in Europe, Latin 
America, and Washington, D.C. 
Martina's program will include: 
Brahms' "Capriccio," Op. 116, 
Numbers 1, 3, 4 and 7; "Varia-
tions and Fugue on a Theme by 
Handel," Op. 24 in B-flat major; 
Beethoven's "Sonata," Op. 101 in 
A-major; "L'sle Joyeuse" by 
Claude Debussy; and, Prokofieff's 
"Suggestion Diabolique," Op. 4, 
Number 4, and "Tocatta," Op. 11. 
Tickets are $1.00 for students 
and $2.00 for adults. They will be 
available at the door. 
sponses to Cornell rush. In order -------------
to protect the innocent, or speci-
fically, the defenseless victims of 
such approaches, fictitious names 
will be used. The dating situation 
was answered by several varieties 
of behavior. 
First, Susan Sophisticate, and 
all her loyal peers were offend-
ed and insulted by the lack of 
suavity and gallantry inherent in 
the young boys annoying them. 
They could not accept dates un-
der such informal, unorthodox 
situations as being stopped by a 
Cornellian in the pub inquiring 
whether she would like to observe 
his rats at his private laboratory. 
She would obviously categorize 
him as unimaginative, crude and 
thoroughly boring. 
Let us now look at the other 
side of the coin, Hinda Hippy, 
Wow, man, like she really digs 
all these long-haired cats from 
the other hill. They are all beau-
tiful people, each one more real 
than the other. She can just sit 
herself on the floor in the center 
of the pub, front lawn, or dorm 
lobby, and any hip guy will please 
her. Forget the formal introduc-
tions and standing on ceremonies; 
if they can groove on her music 
and smoke her brand of grass -
dynamite! 
Ronnie Rah-Rah is another 
story completely. She could be 
found on the football field root-
ing for the Bombers, the center 
table in the snack bar and on her 
way to the sorority tea. She 
would be flattered if confronted 
by a Cornell man at one of the 
frequent South Hill, East Hill 
inter-fraternity parties. Just take 
her to a Harvard-Cornell game, 
drown her with compliments, 
arouse her with beer and she will 
follow you anywhere. 
Cornell men wherever you are, 
the race is still on. 
Dupont Nylon and 
Orlon Aery lie Sweaters 
Orlon acrylic comes to life in the basic jewel necked 
sweater that's super soft, moth, mildew and pill re-
sistant. 
7.00 
Lightweight, yet amazingly warm, 100% DuPont 
Orlon 1i' acrylic knit mock turtleneck. In fashion colors 
to miv or watch. (not shown) 
7.00 
Heavier mock turtle fashioned of 100% Wolanova3 
acrylic yarn, machine washable yet it won't ever lose 
its shape, pill resistant, moth proof. 
9.00 
l 00 nylon knit pullover that's light enough to wear 
under any suit jacket without adding bulk, yet warm 
enough to wear by itself. 
8.00 
Full fashioned cardigan or Wolanova® 100% acrylic 
yarn. Fashionable and practical to mix or match with 
your favorite shirt or pants. 
• white 
• green 
• blue 
• red 
• black 
• yellow 
• many others 
9.00 
• brown 
• p;nk 
• beige 
SPORTSWEAR, STREET FLOOR 
TRACKS 
by Rick MargollUI 
-There are definite intangibles in the creation of a rock 
power. One is the electricity which a group of musicians is able 
to generate. There seems more to making music than the func-
tion thereof. - The human element, the drama created, the 
ability to fantasize within a musical entity all create an energy 
force that works to consume the listener. One must make the 
distinction between a group that is approved of due to some 
recognizable talent and another group with perhaps equal abil-
ity, but intuitively aware of this electricity element. 
Different groups choose different emotions to work on their 
audiences. One thing that distinguishes a unique group from one 
of mediocrity is the rare ability to approach the listener in an 
original manner. The choice of emotion is impo~tant. The Stones' 
choice on "Satanic Majesty" was inept. They ~hose to imitate 
the Beatles' "Pepper" album (Jagger admits this freely) with 
the use of psychedelic effects. Although a commercial success, 
the album was an aesthetic failure. However, the Stones are 
successf~l in the production of raw, earthy, sexy, guts and 
grime gutter music. They do this better than any· of their 
imitators. Thus, the Stones are able to exist as a continuing 
musical entity. 
Crosby, Stills and Nash are especially adept at tapping 
emotions. Your inner being reacts to their music. They have a 
perceptive knack of being able 'to manipulate their listener's 
nerve endings. Crosby, Stills and Nash are a sensitive group. 
In essence, they are a complete musical entity. 
However, for raw thermonuclear power there is only one 
group in the world, it being Led Zeppelin. Robert Plant, John 
Paul Jones, John Bonham and Jimmy Page have fused together 
an emotion-packed sound. These guys are able to put it to-
gether and reach your inner core. The individual talents of Led 
Zeppelin are extraordinary. Jimmy Page has far surpassed his 
old rival Jeff Beck to the point where ·they cannot be spoken of 
in the same breath. Like Hendrix, Page is one of the guitar 
superstars. 
Robert Plant's vocal intensity is unmatched in the in-
dustry. No other singer has his grasp of the meaning of the 
word sensuality.· He. is often guilty of crossing that fine line and 
becoming graphically obscene, but when your voice is that 
wild, I ask what difference docs it make. His harp playing is 
controlled one second and off in all directions the next. But his 
voice is where he makes it and in that area he wails his vocal 
chords into the ground. 
Bonham and Jones arc as solid a bottom as one could hope 
for in a rock group. , 
The recent album, LED ZEPPELIN II on Atlantic, is an 
extension of their first album. Just as good, just as exciting, 
and just as full of ihat magic quality I spoke of before, elec-
tricitv. Rather than discuss the album in depth, I'll just say one 
further thing, hear it for yourselves. 
SeeinJ?; Led Zeppelin in person at Syracuse last weekend 
was more than I could hope for. Although the acoustics were less 
than admirable and Page was hampered by low volume, Led 
Zeppelin was incredible. 
The scene of PaJ?;e and Plant together on stage with Plant 
contorting wildly and Page playing down about his knees was 
a memorable one. Plant, wearing -the tightest pants imaginable 
with crotch bulging and blond hair extending about two feet, 
was prone to committing every conceivable act that represented 
the functioning of any and all sexual acts. These hysterics were 
committed independent of whether he was singing at the mo-
ment. 
Continued on page 12 
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THIS WEEKEND 
Head 
for 
Straight 
the 
ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd. 
272 • 9636 
·If ffou\le been loolci11g 
tor ·an itrlimat'e "°°"' 
i" which• wine -,aJ c:li"e. 
a11 impressionable dale, !fOte 
ou9bt to consider 
The Porterhouse Room 
of .f.hc& \Jonde•laMO Motel 
"S't li&.HIAA RDAP • AR 2. • S2.5 2. 
LOBSTER~ 
CHAR-BROILED STEAK 
BEEF ALA FONDUE 
I
- --- --- ----
,, ,, 
••• ;,,,,l.t/,e- 6-k-6;,mrs • :s,.,,-,,,,.,. lh,. 
1HQNDERLAND MoTaa.. • 1TM~cA 
ffl "" 2.•aa..52. • .F"91 llJt, .. -AT_,... • 
·P-
r . .:·, ...... ··: 
,.#I ••••••• ,,.. •• ~·····--... ···~·......,·······-·······...,,..., ..... , 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. B.ALFO_UR CO. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CLASS RINGS 
Ray Robinson with Rothschilds 1st Floor 
Badges, Favors,, Mugs - Sportswear 
Phone 272-5959 
' " ,"'''1.' ,. . ,'• ', ',:".' ....... :.: ·-
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MOBE Hit As Communist 
Washington - (CPS) - The munists and other revolution- pated in the October 15 Mora-
chairman of the House Committee aries." 
on Internal Security has charged Rep. Richard Ichord (D-Mo.) 
that the New Mobilization Com- said it is not surprising that 
torium. 
His committee, which used to 
be called the House Un-American 
mittee "is dominated by Com- "Americans have backed away Activities Committee (HUAC), has 
munists," and that· the Vietnam from the November demonstra- released a "staff study" o~ the so-
Moratorium Committee is "part tions of New Mabe" since "90 called fall peace offensive: Satur-
of a propaganda maneuver de· percent of the revolutionary day's March on Washington, span-
signed and organized by Com- Marxists in this nation" partici- sored by New Mabe, the strikes 
for peace November 13 and 14 
organized by the Student Mobili-
zation Committee, and locally. 
instigated Moratorium activities. 
The study says Student Mabe 
is controlled by the Young Social-
ists Alliance, which is the front 
organization for the Socialist 
Workers Party, which is the front 
organization for the Trotskyite 
Communist Party in the u. s., 
which has been proven to be sub-
versive. 
Although many of the Mora-
torium leaders arc "sincerely mo-
tivated," the study says, they have 
unfortunately become "intimately 
allied with a distinctive pro-Com-
munist program and leadership." 
The study calls Dave Dellinger, 
co-chairman of the New :\lobe, a 
"self-styled non-Soviet Commun-
ist." Two news organizations pre-
sent at New Mabe planning sl!s· 
sions, Liberation l\ews Serv.ce 
and the National Guardian. are re-
ferred to as Communist organs, 
proving New i\Iobc's domination 
by Commun:st types. 
The pattern of the fall pe:1· c 
offensive "is not one of le:~it:-
mate, sincere protest 2g:iinst pre-
sumed inadequacies in our \"1c:-
nam policies," according to the 
study. "Rather, it is one of blatant 
Communist manipulation. cxplo:. 
talion and sub\'crsion. 
"In the wcrds of the Commun-
ist Party's west coast newspaper, 
the People's World, 'The l\Iora-
torium is being viewed, not as the 
climax or high point but the 
opening shot of the fall offcnsi\·e 
against the war.' The usage may 
have been inad\'crtent but it 1s 
nonetheless apt; the fall offen-
sive is indeed a shot - a shot at 
the heart of America during a 
time of crisis. 
"Let those who continue to par-
ticipate in the fall offensive do so 
with no illusions. No matter what 
their intentions, the result will 
only be aid to the cause of the 
Communists in Moscow, Peking 
and Hanoi - and their adherents 
and agents here at home," the 
study concludes. 
The study was paid for by your 
tax dollars. 
snec1a1 
week-end 
6E1AWAY 
service! 
(Cornell and Ithaca College) 
ITH-ACA, N.Y. 
Every Friday 
Direct to: 
New York 
$11.30 one way 
Lv. Fri. 3 P.M. 
Ar. NYC 8 P.M. 
Return Sunday 
Lv. NYC 3:15 P.M. 
Ar. Ithaca 8:15 P.M. 
For tickets and 
information 
710 W. State 
Phone 272-7930 
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Gay Liberation Front 
Pickets Newspaper 
Down On Gaynes~ 
Junior Year Abroad 
To Be Discussed BY-
Oxforshire Scholar 
CLINTON HOTEL 
Famous for hs 
MURAL ROOM 
...,. 
Now presents the 
San Francisco - (CPS) - The 
Gay Liberation Movement grew 
more militant this month as 75 
demonstrators picketed the San 
Fancisco Examiner after failing 
in attempts to ransack the offices. 
The group was protesting a 
column in the Examiner negative 
towards homosexuality. 
The movement moved into the 
ranks of other student move-
ments this fall. Several under-
ground newspapers began overt 
detailing of the movement and a 
number of newly militant organi-
zations have formed. 
Pre-Law Talk 
Slated At C.U. 
Herbert I. Lazerow, Associate 
Professor at the School of Law 
at the University of San Diego, 
will be holding a group meeting 
for pre-law students interested in 
discussing California law schools, 
pre-law 'programs, and legal op-
portunities on Wednesday. No-
vember 19, at 9:30 a.m. in the 
Cornell Career Center, 14 East 
Avenue, Ithaca. 
Ithaca College pre-law students 
are invited and encouraged· to at-
tend. Interested faculty arc also 
encouraged to attend. 
BARNETT'S 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Steve McClave, chief spokes-
man for the Gay Liberation 
Front, said that his organization 
will attempt "to mobilize a group 
consciousness. Too many homo-
sexuals are still hidden and can't 
counter violence and oppression 
in isolation," McClave said. 
McClave was one of 12 demon-
strators clubbed and arrested by 
police whe.n they moved in to dis-
perse the demonstration on the 
Examiner building. 
The police left the picketing 
alone until two anti-demonstra-
tors poured ink over the picket 
lines from .the roof of the build-
mg, and the demonstrators pro-
::eeded to smear it on the build-
mg. 
Eleven men and one woman 
..,,ere arrested, and five were 
.:harged with battery on police, a 
felony. 
The Study Abroad Committee 
with Dr. E. William Terwilliger 
as chairman is still exploring new 
possibilities for foreign study as 
a part of academic work at Ithaca 
College, One of the projected 
possibilities is a relationship with 
John Milton Tilley of Alvescot, 
Oxforshire, England who has a 
study center there using Oxford 
tutors. He is in the process of 
changing some of the structures 
of the study center and is pres-
ently in this country to explore 
experimental plans with several 
colleges and universities. 
Whether or not this program 
is adopted or considered any 
further will depend quite largely 
upon student interest, according 
to Dr. Terwilliger. Anyone inter-
ested should come to one of three 
sessions with Tilley on Monday, 
.................................. :-:' .......... ::: ... : .. : ...... :: .. ::::: .. :.:::::::::.: .. :.::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::.:·-
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Corefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '2.4 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. 'thaca, N.Y. 
November 17. From 11 a.m. to 
noon and from 2 to 3 p.m. Tilley 
will be in room 5 of Egbert 
Union and from 4 to 5 p.m. in the 
Recreation Room. 
RUMPUS ROOM 
BOWLING - POOL - MUSIC 
There is no co~mittment to any 
such program at present. But the 
committee is exploring these pos-
sibilities and is thinking of them 
as a junior year abroad beginning 
possibly next fall. Any interested 
persons, faculty or students, arc 
invited to meet on Monday with 
this representative from England. 
COME IN, RELAX AND ENJOY Y.OURSELF 
...,. 
This room is for you: 
Not to .. break up but to relax • 1n. 
EMMICK MOTOR CO. 
MONTOUR FALLS 
Factory authorized dealer for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, 
BWV, Fiat, Peugeot, MG, Austin 
Healey, Renault, Sunbeam, Checker, 
Plymouth, and others. 
$90,000 Parts Inventory 
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
We se,vice what we sell and as many 
others as possible. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'Tll 9 
Service By Appointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
-----------
. '\\"'\,~\~ 
-~~'\\'\\~\ 
SLAMS 
5 BIG ONES 
See pg. 3 
JANDA 
FOR 
THANKSGIVING 
CARDS & SUPPLIES 
30A E. State 
272-7331 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272- 9881 
'We Welcome Your Inquiry" ii 
ii 
This last 
Week Week 
1 5 
2 3 
3 15 
4 2 
5 6 
6 25 
7 9 
8 10 
9 4 
10 1 
11 11 
12 8 
13 20 
14 17 
15 19 
16 21 
17 7 
18 26 
19 13 
20 12 
21 28 
22 24 
23 16 
24 18 
25 
27 29 
28 
29 30 
30 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:n::1::::::::::.::::::!i 
WICB 11NOW 3011 SURVEY 
Week Beginning November 14, 1969 
Title Artist 
Undun The Guess Who (RCA) 
Eli's Coming Three Dog Night (Dunhill) 
Backfield In Motion Mel & Tim (Bamboo) 
Leaving On A Jet Plane Peter, Paul & Mary (WB) 
Smile A Little Smile For Me Flying Machine( Congress) 
Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye Steam (Fontana) 
Fortunate Son/Down On The Corner Creedence Clearwater (Fantasy) 
Going In Circles Friends of Distinction (RCA} 
Here Comes The Sun Beatles, (Abbey Road, Apple} 
Something/Come Together Beatles (Apple) 
Make Your Own Kind Of Music Mama Cass (Dunhill) 
Sometimes In Winter /And When I Die Blood, Sweat & Tears (Columbia) 
Someday We'll Be Together Diana Ross & Supremes (Motown) 
Cherry Hill Park Billy Joe Royal (Columbia) 
Take A Letter Maria R. B. Greaves (Atco) 
Up On Cripple Creek/The Night 
They Drove Old Dixie Down The Band (Capitol) 
My Beautiful People Melanie (Columbia) 
Heaven Knows Grass Roots (Dunhill) 
Try A Little Kindness Glen Campbell (Capitol) 
Wedding Bell Blues Fifth Dimension (Soul City) 
Sunlight Youngbloods (RCA) 
Because Beatles (Abbey Road, Apple) 
Delta Lady Joe Co~ker (A&M) 
Baby It's You Smith (Dunhill) 
Volunteers/We Can Be Together Classics IV (Imperial) 
Jefferson Airplane (RCA) 
Feelin' Bad Spooky T9oth (A&M) 
Time And Love Laura Nyro (Columbia) 
Kozmic Blues Janis Joplin (Columbia) 
I Guess The Lord Must Be In N.Y.C. Nilsson (RCA) 
Created by and for the "Big Six" listening audience I I 
_Ron Kobosko 
. Music Director 
WICB/6 
. '' ~ ·,· ........ ..-.... ' •;-· ..... , ·,. , ' . . .... 
. J . . 
·-- ~----
Proud to sene you with line foods and beverages 
Roast Sirloin of Beef •• complete din~er $2.95 
Roast Turkey •••••• complete .dinner $2.95 
Delmonico Steak •.•• complete dinner $4.95 
205 Elmira Rd. 
273 - 0777 
the 4 
Sening Sunday from 1 - 8 p.m. 
On S . .Albany St. 
Extension 
EUB PRESENTS 
S~ASONS 
IN CONCERT 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER " 
in 
Ben Light Gymnasium 
Tickets available at: 
EGBERT UNION - WILLARD STRAIGHT - MAYERS 
8:00 P.M. General Admiuion $3.00 
'. - ....... , ~ .. i \ ••• 
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IN LOCO APPRENTICE AFRO-LATINS STUPOR BOWL 
Continued from page 5 
..._ 
Continued from page 1 Continued from page 14 
ally approach their classes as if all the students were aspiring 
professionals. These specialists tend to design curricula so that 
the students will be well-prepared according to the specifica-
tions set by employers who have little use for criticism from 
"boat-rockers." 
f . . . . He emphasized that even if themselves score, and when they 
Easter and Ferguson do not do not score. The ball carrier who 
Finally, the people who rul~ colleges arc the same people 
,,ho run everything else, especially business. Trustees or regents 
rule the colleges. They make the major decisions, hire the top 
administrators, and must be taken into account by everyone at 
rhc college. These trustees are predominantly executives and pro-
ksionals whose views on the value ol criticism, change, and 
;icademic freedom are somewhat at odds with the libertarian 
rradition. A recent nationwide survey of trustees by the Edu-
rational Testing Service showed that 69~~ agree that campus 
~pcakers should be screened and as many as 27~~ do not believe 
rhat faculty should have the right to express their opinions on all 
1ssucs. These percentages can go even higher when public 
pressure is put on, In 1968 at Berkeley, the University Regents 
l'oted to withhold credit for a series of speeches by Black 
Panther Eldridge Cleav~r although the Acadamic Senate op-
posed the Regents' involvement. There are many such ex-
amples. 
All these reasons combine to J?;ivc the training function 
~upport and protection and to give the educational function little 
support and -frequent harassment. Tne view which holds sway is, 
'to get a good job, get a good education." This shows plainly 
diat our society considers valuable: training, rather than edu-
ating. Herc, the word "education" is incorrectly used instead 
f "training" - apparently the writers of the above slogan don't 
· now the difference. Training helps you make your living; cdu-
ation helps you decide what you're living for. 
• • • 
Just as the college in loco parent is controls your social life, 
c also intends to control your future, your attitudes, and your 
houghts. The preservation of the status quo requires this. So 
ere is the reason why there is- less diversity of opinion than 
here ought to be, why dissidents get fired, and why student 
1cwspapers get shut down. You arc expected to apprentice 
·ourself to the established ends and goals. And since the society 
as already decided what you're going to. live for, there's not 
uch point to encouraging you to criticize it, is there? 
LC student handbook and called the 
Continued from page 1 · Campus Life Committee meet- CLASSIFIEDS 
x Afro-Latins appeared to ex- ing that resulted in the formation 
ress their dissatisfaction with of the Board on Racism. 
he culmination of the incident. Reached at his office Wednes-
rodhead said that when they day aftrenoon, Herbert said that 
cft, they "left with the knowl- Easter would press charges but 
dge that the door to judicial pro- did not know if the case would be 
edures had not been shut in any presented to the Board on Racism 
ay." or handled through the student 
After the Cabinet Meeting, court system. Commenting on the 
illingham, concerned about the "CLC's action, Herbert said, "It 
ossibility of phySlical retribu- (the Board on Racism)· should 
ion to Ferguson, decided to fol- have been set up long ago. The 
ow the rules for the maintenance problem has been here a long 
f public order outlined in the time." 
lOt per word - no minimum. Submit 
AD TO THE ITHACAN OFFICE (Base-
ment West Tower) or Call 274-3207 -
Mon • Fri. 1 - 5 P.ll!. 
FREE 
·~ ··:;,LUTTON' S 
PATRONIZE 
YOUR 
ADVERTISERS 
FREE 
THE BIG BEAUTIFUL STORE ACROSS FROM THE 
STATE THEATRE 
FABULOUS GET-ACQUAINTED OFFER 
$100.00 in free ·merchandise to the first one who puts the right three numbers 
in the coupon below. 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
Bring this coupon in our store filled out. 
THIS COUPON ALSO GOOD FOR DISCOUNTS OF 10~ ~ - 15~~ - 20% - 25% 
according to the numbers you use, matching our master chart. 
THE TRUE BROWSING STORE OF ITHACA. OFFICE SUPPLIES, HOME OFFICE 
SUPPLIES, GIFTS, GAMES, NOVELTIES OF PRACTICAL USE. ART SUPPLIES, EN-
GINEERING SUPPLIES, SCHOOL SUPPLIES, MACHINES. TYPEWRITERS, ADDING 
MACHINES, PHOTO COPY MACHINES, LAMINATING MACHINES, YOU NAME IT. 
OVER 2,000 ITEMS. COME IN AND LOOK - YOU MAY BE $100.00 RICHER. 
STUDENTS, BUSINESS MEN, SECRET ARIES, HOUSE WIVES, BLUE COLLAR, WHITE 
COLLAR WORKERS ALL WELCOME. 
COME IN, JUST LOOK AROUND, THIS IS ALL WE ASK. 
·--------------------------------- - I 
FREE $100.00 IN MERCHANDISE I 
No Purchase Necessary 
Put in the correct three (3) digit number below 
Name ......................................................................................... . 
Address 
··············•·································································•······· 
NUMBER ODD 
The first matching number wins. If no match, put this coupon in box provided 
and we will dra"t' for the prize. 
Good only November 14 & 15, 1969 
·----------------------------------------
choose to use the arbitrator to 
settle the case, the administration 
will take advantage of his 
services. 
lo~es his flag will have to chug. 
Coach Paganelli i., considering 
using a platoon ~ystcm for the 
game. "We"ll try not to hal'c Russ Federman, chairman of 
the Men's Governing Board, said, 
that he felt that l\IGB could set- many boys go both ways:· he said. 
tic the case fairly but was afraid "Conditioning will be a factor. 
that its decision would be greeted and Ithaca's fourth quarter drill 
hostilely by the black community 
if the case went against Easter 
or by the white community if the 
case went against Ferguson. 
will help us when the going gets 
rough. If we cxercbc ball con-
trol, I think we ean win 11. This 
is a good, hard-hilling_ well-Commenting on the Afro-Latin 
demand that Dillingham expcll drilled veteran squad. and we 
Ferguson immediately, George don't think thcy·rc l'asy. 
Schueler, a member of the The squad will ll'a\'C' Ithaca 
P,ychology Department, said he about 6 p.m. Friday mght. Game 
ielt that this was wrong. "I know time is 3 p.m. Saturday. hl•"s the chief administrative offi. 
cer. but I don"t trust" his judg- STUPOR BOWL ).;OTES 
ment ·· Schueler remarked. . 
' Bauer was unanunou~lv elected 
The rcmain~cr of the disc~ssion I captain of the team . . i·hc start-
focused on the future handhng of I 
the case. Some members of the ing defensive line \\"Ill al'eragc 
audicnel' felt that the case should 1220. the linebackers 200. and the 
I 
be handled bv the arbitrator be- l deep back 185 ... The Dick Dun-
causC' tcnsion·s on campus were! kc! rating system has cal~cd tlie 
running too high to reach an im- j game a tossup ... but Ditk has 
partial decision. Others felt it was\ been wrong ~eforc . . on offense. 
importa_nt to put the case through I the boys \_nil run from I and the judiciary system I slot format10ns. 
-91655-
GREGORY 
\"Ole. ThC' kids arc always yell-
ing that if they arc old enough 
to die for their country, they are 
old enough to vote. You should 
be able to \"Ole when you·rc seven-
teen. Then, by the time your 
Continued from page 1 eighteen. there will be no more 
what it docs to the horse. The 
drug industry has forced the 
government to keep that report 
hidden. Oh yeah, they took cy-
clamate off the market. You know 
why? It was hurting the multi-
billion dollar sugar rndustry. You 
don't sec them pulling cigarettes 
off the market. Il"s too big of a 
business. Did you c\'cr peel a 
polatoe? It turns sort of a brown-
ish color after you Pl'Pl it. Bow 
do you think they ship those 
frozen french fried potatoes 
around without them turning 
brown. They bleach them in 
formaldehyde. 
Gregory: He stinks. He is the wars for you to die in. If you kids 
epitome of the rotten capitalist. were smart, you would all band 
You college kids did a good job together and then go to the rec-
in helping out with the boycott ore! industry and tell them that if 
o! California grapes. It looked you aren·t allowed to vote you 
like the Mexicans were finally won't buy any more records. Then 
going to get somewhere. Every- sec how fast they Jct you vote. 
thing was great until tricky Dick When you·re dealing with capital-
bought enough grapes to· give four ists you·ve got to hit them where 
pounds to every serviceman in it hurts: in the wallet. Ithacan: Saga food IH'il 
Vietnam. What's he going to do i . . taste the same. 
never 
next year when they burn the : Ithacan: \ ou ~ecm to be gomg Gregory: \Vhat was that? 
groves? Buy California soil? pretty good. Don't let me stop Ithacan: Nothing, I was just 
Ithaca: What about Agnew? you now. thinking out loud. 
Gregory: Agnew is so dumb 
that he would try to hijack a train 
to Cuba. He's dumb enough to 
make prank calls on the hot-line. 
Ithacan: How do you feel about 
the right for eighteen year olds 
to vote? 
Gregory: I don·t think they 
should let eighteen year olds 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11 a.m. • 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
-2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
E 
N 
R 
D. 
Come In and See Us I 
Gregory: They don't give a 
damn about you. Did you know 
that there was a Surgeon Gen-
eral's report that said that birth 
control pills can cause irrepcr-
ablc damage if used for a period 
of ten to twenty years? Birth 
control pills arc made out of 
horse sperm. That's right, horse 
~perm. If you don·t think it can 
harm your girl just stick some of 
your sperm in a horse and sec 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 .: 2111 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Your Closest liquor 
Store to Campus 
Phone 273-4443 
• 
STO~E 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
your travel ogent. 
• SALE CONTINUED • RESTOCKED 
• FREE $1 VALUE 
LP cloth with 2 LP Purchase 
• 1000 JAZZ, CLASSICAL 
Mono LP's 
• REEL-REEL 197 ·_ ---~\;,\,~\~ \\~\\\\~\ 
Gregory: You know what I love 
about you whites. About how 
you call us blacks "niggers" be-
cause we messed up that hole 
you call the ghetto. If we're 
niggers because we messed up 
the ghetto what docs that make 
you? You mFsscd up the land, the 
streams, the lakes. the ri\"ers. 
and the very air you breath. If 
I'm a nigger, you mu~t br a supcr-
nigger! 
CLASSIFIEDS 
lOC per word - no minimum. Submit 
AD TO THE ITHACAN OFFICE (Base-
ment West Tower) or Call 2H-3207 -
Mon · Fri. 1 - ;; P.M. 
~ 
PATTERSON'S 
[~ij 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
• 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
i 
. , ' ~--
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SUMMER SCHOOL II 
Continued from page 13 
374 3 
491 3 
492 3 
493 3 
502 2 
. 509 2 
512 2 
TV-Radio 
102 
221 
241 
· 312 
401 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
Voice Disorders, Functional & Organic 
Tutorial in Speech Pathology 
Tutorial in Audiology 
Tutorial in Speech Science 
Clinical Practicum in Audiology 
Otological Relationships to Audiology 
Clinical Practicu_m in Speech Pathology 
Broadcast Operations-Television 
Mass Media 
Introduction to Photography 
Film Production 
Advanced ·Writing for Television 
M-F 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
M-Th 
TBA 
M-F 
M-F 
M-Th 
M-F 
TBA 
2:00-3:30 
10:00-11:15 
12:00-1:30 
10:00-11:30 
2:00-3:15 
4:00-5:30 
Patronize Your 
Advertisen 
LETTERS I accepted, along with the duty 
to ·present the most concise and 
Continued from page 4 up to date reference book for the 
a mere telephone book, n1>r is it school year's entirety. Should a 
a glorified football program. telephone directory be pushed out 
Without the advertising, the in September, a considerable 
costs of printing could never be amount of· its information would 
met. In0atipn strikes hard, yet be worthless in a week. 
__ the price of one dollar per Direc- Can another industrious group 
tory remains constant. produce the Student Directory 
Why does it take so long to be sooner and better? 
produced? Contrary to - public The answer is a most certain 
opinion, the Directory is moving "No." As afore stated, the im-
at- the fastest possible pace; it is mediacy would be in vain. As far 
not being thrown together at my as the time involved is concerned, 
discretion. For instance, you there is no remedy. It takes a 
should have dropped by when the considerable amount of time to 
THE NOSE 
~ontinueci from page 2 
to change iL You.can work with-
in the structure for change, or 
through violepce or however ont 
sees fit. 
proofreading of some ~.200 print such a piece, and the prob-
names, addresses, and telephone lems do not arise until the stu-
numbers was being done. It is no dents h;ive registered. Further-
trivial task to check information more, it was Delta Kappa who 
on IBM cards that are seldom created the Student Directory; so, 
___________ __,. filled out properly. it follows that it is the privilege 
If you enjoy that, then maybe of Delta Kappa. to continue, un-
you would like to make 100 less the best possible job is not 
changes afterwards, when room being done. But, understand that 
and off-campus phones are being the best possible job is being 
changed and installed and when done, and that at this sitting" the 
secretary's names have been Directory is virtually completed. 
Pamela Lipe, senior, English, 
Manlius, NY: First of all, the stu. 
dents do have some power-they 
have the power to suggest regu. 
lations. However, that's the onh-
power they have. The rules anct 
regulations that kids do have the 
power to make are so trivial that 
they hardly reflect social ma. 
turity and personal living respor,. 
sibility. Tile system is wrong th~ 
way it is but it should be a grad. 
ual growth process (that is, th•! 
power that you have to regulat1, 
your social life is increased each 
year that you're here). 
Nancy Pangburn, soph, music 
ed, Ramsey, NJ: There have tc, 
be rules. The question is, who 
should make the rules? I gues~ 
the c;ollege feels that we aren't 
capable of handling our own af 
fairs even though they speak of 
social maturity and motivatfon 
We are capable (of the above) and Call 273-7470 714 W, BUFFALO • 
WINTER SPORTS 
EQUIPMENT 
FOR WINTER SPORTS 
If you are active in a winter sport 
stop in at. 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN PHONE 273-3030 
420 EDDY STREET ITHACA, N.Y. 
FRATERNITY & SORORITY CHARGE ACCOUNTS 
CCM Ice Skates, Ski Equipment, Ski Wear, 
Basketball, Swimming, and Table Tennis 
Equipment 
ITHACA FLOOR 
COVERING 
• Lee's Carpets 
• Floor Covering 
• Paints 
Factory Trained Installation 
FREE PARKING 
272-5696 
407 Taughannock Blvd. 
CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - l 0, 11, 12 
(local talent wanted) 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
HOW DOES -BLANK TAPE. ON SALE AT 
LAFAYETTE 
SOUND? 
absolutely the same as our regularly priced 
tape - - it's just cheaper. 
LAYFAYETTE 
discounting our standard discount prices 
even more. 
You can save up to 40% off the list price 
of all tape by the following manufacturers: 
Reel to Reel Sony, Scotch, Audiotape, 
BASF and Irish 
Cassette 
8-Track 
Sony, Scotch, TDK and 
Magn~tic Tape Corp. 
Audiopac 
THE BLANK-TAPE SALE AT 
LAFAYETTE 
• • C" 
.. 
and especially 
LAFAYETTE Jr. 
• • • WHERE ELST? 
,. 
omitted from master sheets. John Shorey 
This is all part of the job which Editor, Student Directory 
TRACKS Continued from page 8 
Pa~e did his thing with violin bow on guitar and it's really 
something to see and hear. This guy is innovative in his varied 
approaches towards music. 
The audience warmed up towards the end and Page and 
company responded with 45 minutes of encores. The security 
police were then overwhelmed and the crowd swarmed toward 
the stage. Some tried to join Led Zeppelin pn stage. Several 
spectators had to be bodily removed after making their un-
schedul<;d appearance on ~tage. It had the makings of a full-
blown riot, but then the lights were turned on full blast which 
inhibited the crowd just enough to keep things under control. 
Go see Led Zeppelin if you get the chance, but be careful guys 
about taking your girlfriend. ' 
OVERDUBS: Hendrix' next album is in the works and will be 
called "qypsies, Sun_s and. ~ainbows" ... The incredible Harvey 
Mandel 1s ~ow playing with Ca,n~ed Heat ... Noel Redding is 
back on guitar on Fat Mattress first ... The Nice arc the best 
rock g~oup in England. Interesting to note that the Who are 
small-time over there ... Grand Funk Railroad are getting the 
~uper prom?tion thing ... David Crosby's girlf r:iend was killed 
in a car ac1dent ... Another Beatie imitator is a group called 
Bread ... Ten Years After were sensational on 1V a while 
back. Mr. Lee is way way out ... Keith left Boffalongo Larry 
will be doing all the guitar work from now on. The n:w bass 
player is someone named D. R. formerly with Chin. The album 
has sold out twice at the Record Runner. Good luck on getting a 
copy. 
LEE'S GARAGE 
rules governing social situations 
should be made by each dorm. 
There should be a revision of 
those rules each year as new peo-
ple come into the dorm and. old 
ones leave. 
Craig Wolf, senior, Radio-TV, 
Bath, NY: The college doesn't 
really want students to be social-
ly mature or mature in any 
fashion because they know that 
if the students were mature .and 
independent they would probably 
set about changing alot of things 
at this college. The idea is about 
like that of the slave owner who 
wanted to keep their slaves jg. ~ 
norant. The best thing would be 
for the students to bring about 
their own control over their own 
affairs. This would be better than 
the administration giving them 
the power, because if the students 
are mature enough to gain their 
freedom, then they're probably 
mature enough to use it properly. 
William Ruof, History, soph, 
Los Angeles, Calif: First of an, I 
don't think it's the Admissions 
Office's problem alone. It's a 
student problem, too. The stu-
' 
' 
FOR: Repairs on all makes (jO dents have to get together with 
and models, including for- Glaues the administrators to re-evaluate 
eign cars and Co1_1tact the stated policies in the bulletin. 
N.Y.S. Inspection Lenses Fitted The students should have more 
Front End Alignment Emergency Optical Services rights in determining social regu. 
Electrical Tune-Up CO-OP SHOPPING lations but as in any situation, 
Brake & Motor Overhaul CENTER ITHACA there are limits! Reform can be 
402 S. CAYUGA S-T. 272.()994 done on a co-operatlve basis. If 
273 • . 1821 Rear Entrance HOURS: this fails, students pressure is 
.__. ___________ ,, . __ 9_-_s_:3_o_o_a_i_lY_ -_ -_9_-_1_s_a_t_.--J justifiable. 
:El"V"':El:B. ""'Si?'"' :lWJCC>::aT:a:>..&. ""'!I!"' :El"V"'::El1'TX1'TC:il-
___ Bubbles_ 6- Beef 
The Greatest Dining & Drinliing Experience Ever 
· ALLTHE 
CHAMPAGNE 
YOU CAN DRINK 
Sparkling Extra Dry Champagne 
We kcc1> your glnss full. 
ALLTBE 
SALAD 
YOU CAN EAT 
Our Huge Shrin'1p Cocktail Salad· 
Ha\'c another, ·if you can. · 
PLUS ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF 
• 
l.!VDII All $ .-. ·D 
cin.m for just 5.~5 ~ .d/ .. 
.AND TEl:.A.T·& ::N'OT A X.X. 
Elegant Dining_ Parlors and Authentic Saloon. 
·intimate Turn-of-the- Century Atmosphere • 
A Complete Selection of Stronger Spirits is Av~ilule. 
111RBA-s 
ELMIRA ROAD c<» ITHACA, N. Y. 
• :~ ,-• • I .~ ' - -
' 
SUMMIR SESSION I June I - July 10 
redlt Number Coune Days Time 
~ccountb19 
05 3 Principles of Accounting I M-F 2:00-3:30 
193 3 Tax Accounting M-F 10:00-11:30 
~lolOff 
Ol 4 General Biology 
Lecture M~ 8:00-9:30 
Laboratory M,W,F 9:45-12:00 
hernlstry 
11 4 Introduction to Chemistry 
Lecture M-F 8:00-9:30 
Laboratory M,W,F 9:45-12:00 
l>r1m1 
99 Summer Theatre Workshop TBA 
199 Independent Study TBA 
conomlcs 
01 3 Principles of Economics M-F 8:00-9:30 
nglish 
01 3 English Composition M•F 12:00-1:30 
I03 3 Introduction to Literature M-F 2:00-3:30 
L-1 3 Ancient Literature M-F 10:00-11:30 
L-4 3 Literature 1660-1770 M-F 12:00-1:30 
~Hllh, P.E. 
11 3 Physiology 
Lecture M-Th 8:00-9:15 
Laboratory W·F 9:30-12:00 
21 2 Program Planning in Physical Education 
for Elementary Schools M-F 10:00-11:30 
35 2 Camping Administration M-Th 2:00-3:15 
182 3 Physical Education for Atypical Children M-F 12:00-1:30 
185 2 Safety Education M-Th 8:00-9:15 
200 and 300 series courses in Applied Physical Education skills and techniques will be 
offered according to demand at pre-registration. 
~istory 
Ul 3 
01 3 
~ath1matics 
02 4 
l21 2 
l\od. Lang. 
01· 3 
01 3 
01 3 
01 3 
1hys. Ther. 
21 4 
81 2 
hysics 
11 
oli. Sci. 
!1 3 
"2 3 
sychology 
b5 3 
110 3 
lociology 
01 3 
udiology 
01 3 
02 3 
V-Radio 
kll 3 
02 3 
!2 3 
2 3 
bt 
40-150 3 
~ccounting 
05 3 
06 3 
!liology 
02 
!u,iness 
22 
-h•mistry 
14 
brama 
01 
02 
~41 
B99 
152 
Economics 
ZOl 
202 
B21 
Education 
~01 
111 
1511 
1516 
520 
523 
4 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Development of Western Civilization I 
American History to 1865 
Analytic Geometry and Calculus 
Finite Mathematics 
Elementary French 
Elementaey Spanish 
Intermediate French 
Intermediate Spanish 
Physiology 
Lecture 
Laboratory 
Kinesiology 
Lecture 
Laboratory 
Fundamentals of Physics 
Lecture 
Laboratory 
American Government 
Metropolitan Government 
General Psychology-Development 
Educational Psychology 
Introduction to Sociology 
Anatomy and Physiology of the Speech 
Mechanism 
Phonetics and Linguistics 
Lecture 
Laboratory 
Broadcast Operations-Radio 
Broadcast Operations-Television 
TV Directing 
Mass Media 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-Th 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M,W,F 
M-Th 
T,Th 
M-F 
M,W,F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
TBA 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
SUMMER SESSION II July 13 - August 14 
Introduction to Painting & Sculpture M-F 
Principles of Accounting I M-F 
Principles of Accounting II M-F 
General Biology 
Lecture 
Laboratory 
Business Finance 
Elementary Organic Chemistry 
Lecture 
Laboratory 
Stagecraft 
Stagecraft 
Directing 
Summer Theatre Workshop 
History of the Theatre 
Principles of Economics 
Principles of Economics 
Money and Banking 
Principles of Modern Education 
Philosophical & Historical Foundations of 
Education 
History of Education 
Survey of Statistical Methods for 
EdQcators 
School Administration 
P}Jilosophy of Education 
M-F 
M,W,F 
M-F• 
M-F 
M,W,F 
M-Th 
M-Th 
1\1-Th 
TBA 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
10:00-11:30 
8:00-9:30 
2:00-3:30 
3:45-4:15 
12:00-1:15 
8:00-9:30 
10:00-11:30 
10:00-11:30 
8:00-9:30 
12:00-1:30 
1:45-4:00 
8:00-9:15 
9:30-11:30 
8:00-9:30 
9:45-12:00 
10:00-11:30 
8:00-9:30 
2:00-3:30 
4:00-5:30 
12:00-1:30 
10:00-11:30 
8:00-9:30 
10:00-11:30 
12:00-1:30 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-1:30 
9:00-12:00 
10:00-11:30 
12:00-1:30 
8:00-9:30 
9:45-12:00 
10:00-11:30. 
8:00-9:30 
9:45-12:00 
8:00-9:15 
10:00-11:15 
10:00-11:15 
2:00-3:30 
8:00-9:30 
10:00-11:30 
12:00-1:30 
8:00-9:30 
2:00-3:30 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-1:30 
12:00-1:30 
10:00-11:30 
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Credit NUMNr c ....... D•rs Time 
5U 
5215 
581 
567 
Elltlkh 
101 
102 
20f 
TL-2 
TL-3 
321 
Health. P.E.• 
312 
322 
480 
483 
510 
525B 
525C 
533 
534 
536 
576 
597 
601 
H537 
History 
102 
202 
312 
TH-6 
Mathematics 
222 
223 
301 
341 
Mod. Lang. 
101 
102 
102 
202 
202 
Muiic 
M501-506 
M507-508 
521 
541 
551 
559 
572 
581 
583 
591 
593 
596 
603 
605 
608 
611 
613 
617 
507d 
Philosophy 
201 
202 
Physics 
212 
Poli. Sci. 
112 
351 
420 
430 
497 
Psychology 
203 
207 
243 
312 
Sociology 
201 
202 
332 
Speech 
111 
211 
Audiology 
301 
3 Contemporary Issues in Education M-F 10:00-11:30 
3 Introduction to Educational Research M-F 8:00-9:30 
3 Audio-Visual Methods & Materials M-F 8:00-9:30 
3 Film Evaluation and Appreciation M-F 10:00-11:30 
3 English Composition M-F 2:00-3:30 
3 English Composition M-F 12:00-1:30 
3 Introduction to Literature M-F 2:00,3:30 
3 Medieval I.Jterature M-F 8:00-9:30 
3 Renaissance Literature M-F 10:00-11:30 
3 Studies in Shakespeare M-F 8:00-9:30 
3 Physiology 
Lecture M-Th 8:00-9:15 
Laboratory W-F 9:30-12:00 
3 Program Planning in Physical Education 
for Secondary Schools M~F 12:00-1:30 
3 Athletic Training M-F 2:00-3:30 
2 Physiology of Exercise 
Lecture M-Th 8:00-9:15 
Laboratory . W,F 9:30-12:00 
200 and 300 series courses in Applied Physical Education skills and techniques will be 
offered according to ~emand at pre-registration. 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
1-3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3. 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
: · \. 
s 
Growth & Development M-F 10:00-11:30 
Research Seminar in Physical Education M-F 2:00-3:30 
Graduate Thesis TBA 
Sociology of Sport M-F 2:00-3:30 
Philosophy of Physical Education M-F 8:00-9:30 
Independent Study TBA 
De.velopmental and Remedial Physical 
Education M-F 12:00-1:30 
Biomechanical Analysis of Motor· Activi.tiesM-F 8:00-9:30 
Improvement of Instruction in Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
M-F 8:00-11:30 
Organization and Administration or 
Health Education M-F 4:00-5:30 
Development of Western Civilization II M-F 10:00-11:30 
American History Since 1865 M-F 2:00-3:30 
American History Since 1920 (Recent M-F 
American History) 4:00-5:30 
The Contemporary World M-F 12:00-1:30 
Finite Mathematics M-Th 12:00-1:15 
Finite Mathematics M-F 2:00-3:30 
3:45-4:15 
Analytic Geometry and Calculus M-F 2:00-3:30 
Statistics M-F 12:00-1:30 
Elementary Spanish M-F 12:00-1:30 
Elementary French M-F 8:00-9:30 
Elementary Spanish M-F 10:00-11:30 
Intermediate French M-F 10:00-11:30 
Intermediate Spanish M-F 8:00-9:30 
Applied Music-Private Lesson-1 credit per 90 minutes of instruction. Applied 
Music Registration with an instructor & applied Music Instructor Assignment by 
Assistant Dean, Walter Beeler. 
(For courses M501-506 add alphabetical suffix designations: A-voice, B-piano,. 
C-organ, D-violin, E-viola, F-cello, G-double-bass, H-flute, I-oboe, J-
clarinet, K-bassoon, L-saxophone, M-fresh horn, N-trumpet, P-trombone, 
Q-baritone horn, R-tuba, S-percussion, T-harp, Z-harpsicord, 7-guitar) 
Applied Music Classes 
By appointment-studios: Music Building-Staff. 
Classes in strings, woodwinds, brasses, percussion and piano of student's secondary 
interest. Classes will meet twice weekly. 
Madrigal 
Bach 
Opera 
Bibliography & Research in Music 
Counterpoint II 
Choral Arranging 
Band Arranging . 
Seminar in Music Education 
Piano Pedagogy 
Literature & Technics of Instrumental 
Music 
Instructional Media 
Instrumental Music Curriculum 
Reed Making 
Measurement & Evaluation in Music 
K thru 6th Grade Music Curriculum 
Workshop: New Developments & Technics 
in String Pedagogy 
Class Instruction in Violin 
Introduction to Philosophy 
Introduction, to Philosophy 
Fundamentals of Physics 
~ecture 
Laboratory 
Comparative Government 
International Politics 
Government & Politics of the Middle East 
Soviet Politics 
Seminar-1.R. (Government & Politics 
of Latin America) 
General Psychology-Motivation 
General Psychology-Perception 
Lecture 
Laboratory 
Statistics for Social Sciences 
Social Psychology 
Introduction to Sociology 
Sociological Analysis 
Deviant Behavior 
Speech Fundamentals I 
Business and Professional Speech 
Articulation and Language Disorders 
Continued on, ... 12 
T,Th 
M,T,Tb,F 
M,T,Th,F 
M-F 
M,T,Th,F 
M,T,Th,F 
M,T,Th,F 
M-F 
M,T,Th,F 
M,T,Th,F 
M,T,Th,F 
M-F 
w 
M-F 
M-F 
July 13-July 24 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M,W,F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M·F 
M-F 
M-F 
M·F 
W,F 
l'rl-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
M-F 
4:15-5:30 
1:15-2:30 
2:45-4:00 
8:00-9:30 
1:15-2:30: 
11:45-1:00 
10:00-11:15 
10:00-11 :30 
4:15-5:30 
2:45-4:00 
11:45-1:00 
4:15-5:45 
l:00-3:45 
10:00-11:30 
8:00-9:30 
10:00-11: 15 
TBA 
2:00-3:30 
12:00-1:30 
8:00-9:30 
9:45-12:00 
12:00-1:30 
2:00-3:30 
10:00-11:30 
2:00-3:30 
4:00-5:30 
2:00-3:30 
8:00-9:30 
9:45-12:00 
12:00-1:30 
8:00-9:30 
2:00-3:30 
8:00-9:30 
10:~·11:30 
2:00-3:30 
8:00-9:30 
12:00-1:30 
t: 
' 
' ', - '.'-· 
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IC quarterback Doug Campbell (14) finds the going a bit rough as Central Connedicut's Blasser Ithaca College's Mix (81), Bpuer (70), and Moot (62) in pursuit of a Central Connecticut ball-toter 
(65), McPhee (24~, Hazen (35), and Andreas (85) close in . 
..------------Spon•Nllce _____________________________________ ,,. 
IC Drops 27-7 Decision to Central Connecticut 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Central Connecticut 27, Ithaca home team very long to dent the 
7. Last Saturday, Ithaca College scoring column. On the first play 
dropped its final game of the sea- from scrimmage, sophomore quar-
son to the home-standing Blue terback Joe Giamo, filling in for 
Devils of Central Connecticut. starting signal-caller Dale Finch 
Thus, the Bombers concluded the who sustained a fractured collar-
season with a 3-5 mark for the bone the week before, scrambled 
second straight year. IC's loss to to the 35, then lateraled to ball-
Central Connecticut was simply a back Dick Cunningham who car-
case of one team having too ried to the CC 41. Three plays 
much, the other· too little. The later, halfback Dave Courcey burst 
walking wounded were many for off right tackle, cut to the right 
Ithaca College. It was not that sideline, and that was all she 
Central Connecticut was so pow- wrote. The 41-yard score seemed 
erful; in fact, Cortland, Wilkes, to set the tone for the rest of the 
and C. W. Post all had better afternoon. Ithaca was still unable 
teams, but that the Bombers were, to locate its offensive weaponry, 
so maligned physically that it was I and was forced to punt. The Blue 
virtually impossible for· them to Devils took over on their own 43, 
put forth a victorious effort. Cen- and were soon knocking. on the 
tral Connecticut just had too door again. With bruising 6-1, 
many guns, and that was that. 210-lb. sophomore halfback Dick 
However, Campbell's fourth down 
pass to Syron failed to -make con-
nections. For all intents and pur-
poses, that was the turning point 
of the game. An Ithaca touch-
down at this juncture would have 
changed the complexion of the 
whole game. Such was not the 
case. Central Connecticut, given a 
new life, simply socked it to the 
Bombers the rest of the after-
against Ithaca, the hosts crunched continue to play the likes of West STUPOR BOWL SET 
out 276 yards over-land. Trying to Chester, Wilkes, and C. W. Post 
stop the likes of Cunningham and if it is not at least going to make Ithaca College will take part 
noon. 
6-1, 225-lb. fullback Harry Fargo an attempt to match the afore-
proved to be too formidable a mentioned teams in the essential 
task for the out-manned, out- and critical areas of depth and 
weighed Ithacans. weight. One simply cannot expect 
The Toss to Central Connecticut any human being to consistently 
was the result of a culmination of do battle on even terms with op-
factors. First of all, IC sustained posite numbers who outweigh 
three consecutive losses after the him by 20-25 lbs., and far more 
Wilkes contest. In spite of the importantly, the danger of perma-
CC Dominates fact that the Bombers were vie- nent physical injury is propor-
its first post-season football gam 
this Saturday when several of th 
Bombers head an all-star cast ft,. 
the first annual Stupor Bowl. Th 
opponents will . be the sisters n 
the Alpha Clionian sorority at ti. 
State University College ·" 
Geneseo, New York. 
Among the Bombers slated :a 
wl.th thll'' d torious over Wilkes, the Colonels tionately increased. This is the the start of the nevertheless inflicted a graet deal question that the IC athletic de- see heavy action are: defensh c 
per.iod, neit~er te~m threatened of physical punishment on the partment must a~k of themselves. end Gary Mix, linebacker /d 
seriously until late m the quarter. winners. To put it bluntly, Wilkes Are Ithaca College footballers Cihocki, defensive tackle Pct.: 
Then; Sal Cantone returned a Bell beat up· Ithaca. The Bombers going to continue to be subjected 
t t th IC 30 o l 1 Bauer, defensive guard Bob Kyk. puun o e . . ne_ P ay ater!_ never recovered, and they never to unnecessary physical beatings 
q arterback G~amo hit halfback did attain early season form week in and week out, or is the 
Harry Fargo with a ~erfect pass thereafter. Perhaps it is easier athletic department going to re-
at the Ithaca_ 1-yard lme. On the to understand, then, exactly what evaluate its football program? 
next play, ~1.amo sneaked across transpired during the last three Summary: · 
offensive end Ed Syron, defensil c 
safety Tom Jones, kicker A1 t 
Brooks, and quarterback Dou 
Campbell. CC Scores Twice 
The Bombers won the opening 
toss, but could not register a first 
down. Jim Bell's punt was taken 
by Central Connecticut's Wearue 
at the CC 23. It didn't take the 
= :; ;! ;;. 
n n 
.... -• :r Zn., 
. on 
-< ;= ~ 
• ID 
-· .. CD 
~ 
-------------
Cunningham doing yeoman work, 
the home team covered the 57 
yards in only 6 plays, with Cun-
ningham going straight up the 
middle from the 5 for the touch-
down on the first play of the 
second quarter. Central Connecti-
for the dec1~1ve touchdown. Ce~- games. c. w. Post, Bridgeport, Ithaca 
tral Connecticu~ cort~pletely do~u- and Central Connecticut were all Cen. Connecticut 
nat~d the action . m the third considerably heavier than the CC-Courcey 41 
period, although it scored only Bombers, and Ithaca . College, kick) 
0 7 0 0- 7 Leading-the team will be coact 
~un
7 (;,av~!! Dave Paganetti. Otller IC notabh; 
slated to make the travelin ~ 
cut was aided by a 15-yard IC un-
sportsman-like conduct penalty 
and 3 Cunningham runs for 24 
24 yards on the drive. 
once. having to play at reduced effec- CC-Cunningham 5 run (Davidson 
The Blue Devils concluded the tiveness, it was indeed a Hercu- kick) . 
afternoon's scoring with a sus- lean task for the Bomber to com·e IC-Campbell 1 run (Brooks kick) 
tained 11-play, 84-yard drive, out on top. CC-G' 1 D 'd k' k scoring at the outset of the fourth iamo run ( av1 son ic ) 
period. K-ey gainers in the scoring Secondly, the fact that IC was CC-Fargo 1 run (Pass failed) 
march were a 14-yard dash by out-weighed and out-personneled Statistics 
IC Bounces Back the speedy Courcey to the IC 44, a by every team on its schedule, al· IC CC 
Ithaca College countered with 16 d f a· t F so had a bearing and was a defi- F" t D 
-yar pass rom 1amo o argo nite factor in the final record. No 1rs owns 10 18 
a scoring march of its own, a 70- at the visitors' 28, and a contro- Rushing Yardage 91 278 
yard drive in 16 plays. Key versial pass interference call team, regardless of its other Passing Yardage 15 90 
gainers in the sustained march against safety Tom Jones defend· merits, is going to be successful Pass·es 5-15 6-17 
squad arc the Terrace llB intc:-
lectuals: Ed Garczewski, Denni; 
Pyburn, Ernie Sibson, Daw 
Graham, John Quayle and Daw 
Weinrcbe, along with Rob Taylor. 
Pete Niland,· Ken Butterfield. 
Kevin Fallon, and Joe Scudder. · . 
The game against the Clios is 
an athletic rematch of last May'; 
kegball victory when the IC force, 
were a 13-yard bootleg scamper ing against split end Jack Sin- unless it has the weight, and par- Passes Int B 1 2 
by quarterback Doug Campbell to ram ~t the Ithaca 2_ Two Fargo ticularly depth. It is this latter P ts · Y 8-36 6-25 staggered to a late inning victor~· 
the cc 471 and a fourth down pass smashes at the center of the line factor which is often the differ- F~~bles Lost 1 1 enroute to a second unbeaten sea 
interference call on Ed Syron in produced the touchdown. Neither ence between a good footbalr Yards Penalized 98 45 son. 
the "nd zone that gave the team threatened seriously after team and a great football team. Th l 
Bombers a first down-and-goal at that. A case in point is Ohio State. . Individual Lead11rs e rcgu ar football rules will 
the CC 1, after the visitors had Thus, when one takes the above CC Rushing-Cunningham 18-114 be modified Slightly for thi, 
driven down to the 6. Campbell Afterthoughts · factors into consideration, it is a and 1 touchdown, Courcey 5-68 grid epic. Flags will be used in· 
got Ithaca's lone touchdown on Throughout the course of the testimonial to Head Coach Jim and 1 touchdown stead· .of tackling. The girls get 
the next play via the quarter- season the rushing game had Butterfield's conditioning pro- IC Rushing-Kleinfelder 21-57. ,a 14 point lead, 10 downs to score, 
back sneak. That score seemed to been the strong point of the IC gram that the Bombers are able CC Passing-Giamo 6-l4 for 90 and three more players on .the inject some spark into the Ithaca offense. At Central Connecticut, to do as -well as they do. -A 3-5 rd 
attack, and the defense stiffened. it was almost non-existent. The record under these circumstances ya s. field than the boys. The boys 
On Central Connecticut's next Bombers could manage only 91 is nothing to be ashamed of, but IC Passing-Campbell 2-5 for lO have only four downs to score. 
series of downs, Ithaca stopped yards on the ground, their lowest rather is a credit to willingness, yard5• Podlucky 3-lO for 5 and will be restricted · to only 
the. home team cold. On fourth output of the season. On the other desire, and sheer guts to coin- yards. running plays. They will cbu~ 
down, Gary Mix blocked Mike hand, Central Connecticut bad not pensate for seemingly Insur- CC Receiving-Fargo 3-49 yards. when the girls score, when. tbeY 
Marone's punt, and IC's Andy been considered a team noted for mountable deficiences. It is IC Receiving-Polimeni 2 - 10 
Lambie recovered on the CC 21.- a powerful running attack, but ricllculous for Ithaca College to yards. Continu .. ~IJ page 11 
' - .,; 
